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f)aburab
VOL. XXI. NO. 169

SCHOOL REPORT*
OF SUPT. LIEB

PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. JULY 17 1907.
WE.STREit FORECAST,

NEW LINE OPENED
NEXT SATURDAY

Tells of Condition of Schools
Under Present Board

Cars Will Then be Run to
Gregory Heights

Spares Nothing in Preeentatloa
Facts and Refers To Friends
of Schools.

Schedule on Broadway Will Not Be
Affected, Every tither One
Connecting.

INTERESTING

RECORD

of

FILED

In his annual report received by
the school board last night Superintendent Lieb refers to the effort to
establish manual training, which was
fostered two years and alien allowea
to drop by this board, through failure to mike an appropriation; the
need for night schools, the advantages of a cadet class and higher training for teachers; and he thanks
those members of the board
who
have had the interests of the schoo:
at heart, the woman's club, the ministers and the High school •alumni
and the teachers and ma:Rapala ftir
their support of the schools.
He said in part:
"Owing to the obstruction policy
of one half the membership of the
board of education, which prevented
the election of one-third of the teachera of the city schools till three days
before their opening last _September,
and the consequent uncertainty
In
the minds of ettizens in all walks of
life as to what would actually; he the
result, and whether the echoole
would be open at the appointed time,
the schools began work September
10, 1906, under none too auspicious
conditions.
"Without presuming to pass upon
the sincerity or wisdom of the octal
brouglo
of these members, which
about consequences so serious that
the county judge, unsought by me,
addressed a communication to Ma
°Mee under date of September 7,
IDOL which communication set forth
In no doubtful terms what he considered it my duty to do; without, 1
say, presuming to question motives,
the fact cannot be gainsaid that th.e
success of the school.year. then to begin, wee -inistalred. even before its beginning. The teacher pi English tot
the departmental grammar classes
was, of necessity, placed in charge
of the same work in the High senooi,
her place being taken by a teachei
with no experience at all. However,
I am glad to report that both
ot
these did very acceptatee work. but
not what they were capable of tieing
under circumstances wherein they
might have had •an opportunity for
special preparation. The science department in the High school was
without a teacher for a month-and
then we were compelled to take what
was left among a class of Instructors
whose services are always at a premium and who are never out of employment 'when ,they desire It. The
result could east' have been forecast. The inutile and drawing classes
of the departments did not begin tilt
the third day of school; and an assistant principal for the Washington
school was not secured till after th.e
lapse of three weeks.
"Prof. A. M. Ragsdale, who hart
been elected to the principalship ot
the McKinley school was pieced hi
charge of the Longfellow acnool anti
Prof. W. T. Harrison of the county
was placid Umpired:3- in charge of
the former school for the first month,
when_ he was succeeded by Miss Ent(Continued on Sixth Page.)

ATTEMPT TO STEAL
BODY OF VICTIM
Cliatou, III., July 17.—An attempt
was made this morning to steal the
body at Mrs. Pt Magill from the oem
etery here. The woman't4 husband
and present 'wife are under arrest at
San Diego. charged with her murder.
and arromgements have been made to
exhume the body to see if traces of
poison could
be found. Oboule
prowling about the cemetery attracted attention of citizens and the plot
was frustrated.
IN OOLLISIOn,'
London, July 17.— Mark
Twain has been In a collision at
sea. The steamer Minnetonka, on
which he milled for New York.
with an unidentified
ef111111641
steamer Monday, according to a
wireless message, received here
from Twain.
* RAISULFt4 TRIBE REBEIAJOUS.
+—
r
Would Surrender Brigand and nagRah Captive to Authorities.
Tangier, July 17.—Alarmed at the
news of the military preparations of
the Moroccan authorities. the Elk ma's tribesmen were on the point of
handing over to the Imperial authorities both Brigand Raisull and CaJd

•

LINE TO

111-,-.2116,...Irani.
Partly cloudy tonight and Thursday with probably showers and cooler
north portion tonight. Highest temperature yesterday, 98; lowest .to..
day, 76.

'HOLD WITNESSES.
Boise, July 17.— Attorney
Richardson, for the Haywood defense, announced today he wished Sheriff Rutan, of Colorado;
David Scott, and Detective A.
Florence, of the Cripple Creek
railroad, and Willis Dewey, held
within the jurisdiction of the
court. While no explanation is
made as to the cause of the arrests, they are believed to he
charged with perjury.
LIBEL %'ERDICT.
Liverpool, July 17.—Damages
in the enormolis sum of a quarter of a million dollars, was
awarded by a jury today to La'.
her Bros., the largest soap manufacturers in the world, against
the London Daily Mail, and the
London Evening News, Lord
Northcliffe's newspapers, in a libel suit, brought by the soap
magnates, growing out of attacks on them a year ago, when
they attempted to organize a
soap trust.
PERSIA.
Berlin, July 17.—Civil war
tiirisnCMS i
t'onfronted
with a serious quarrel between
the new shah and an equally
nee parliament recently granted,
the .country, each Kubtitig for
control, a crisis, which may
plunge the countryinto bloody
Inertial civil war exists. The
Plush absolutely refuses to take
the oath to observe the constitution and respect the rights of
parthiment.
-- -BRIEF HONEYMOON.
Johnstown, Pa., July 17.—A
honeymoon of two hours was
- sufficient to convince John Manly
and his bride that they could
Fever Bye happily together.
They made the announcement at
a wedding supper and
parted
immediately. Neither will discuss their differences,
MANIAC.
Hammond, Ind., July 17.—
Driven into a swamp. Jules PolMAL a maniac, clad only in a
suit of underwear and armed
with a shotgun and revolvers,
sans shot and killed by policeman Hanlon last night, after
having terrorized the neighborhood nearly a week. He shot
and wounded seven men, two of
whom may die.
GLIDDEN TOUR.
Indianapolis, July 17.—Glidden
automobile 'tourists got
away this morning in a driving
rain to run to (Ndumbus, Ohio,
the longest of the tour. It may
be late tonight before all the
cars arrive there,
TELEGRAPH.
New York, July 17.—Assistant General Manager Barclay, of
the Western Union, said today:
"We are handling our business
out of San Prancieco without delay and have all the force there
we want. There Is no strike so
far as we are concerned."
GEORGIA VICTIMS.
Beaton,'July 17.— No more
victims of the Georgia accident
have died since the day of explosion. Midshipman Cruse, reported dying lam night, is now
Said to have a fighting chance.
Moat of the victinei are kept under the influence of drugs to relieve die agony of their terrible
burns.
GRAIN MAREET.
Cinelniutti, July 17.— Wheat,
93.: corn, 67: eats, 48 1-2.
U. 14, WINS.
The Hague, July 17.— The
United States won a victory toll,- tivectie-na, Ituaida and
France, combined, when the
American proposal for indeinniprivate
fleathin for
property
wised At flea during war wan
adopted by the ecnrimittee,
which it was referred. A strong
stand against this plan was (aken by the three great powers
mentioned.

WORTEN'S

10 CENTS PER WI? .K

0

Brown's and Yancey Bros.'
Stores Only Left
Motion Will Be Made for Change of
Venue Back to Breathitt
(Ounty.

ADDITION.

CASE OF

Gregory- Heights will be accessible
to the public over the lines of the
Paducah Traction company Saturday.
when the that car on the new line
to that suburb, will be run. The line
will not tie complete on Saturday but
the operation' of cars on the line will
be begun for the convenience of, the
summer residents in that neighborhood.
The schedule of the Broadway line
will not be affected by the new line.
It leaves the Jefferson street track,
where the park line turns toward the
park, going straight out Jefferson
street, crossing the field adjacent to
Maaor Yeiser's summer home, and
then turning to the right
toward
Gregory Heights. It will reach within a quarter of a mile of the Pines
and other residences in that neighborhood.
Only one car will be operated on
the Gregory Heights line, passengers being transferred at the Intersection with the park line. It will
meet every other car on the park
—Berryman in Washington Star,
line, and the Broadway ears will be
placarded to show, which ones will
connect with the GTegory
Heights
line.
Traffic on -the line naturally will
be light from the present sparsely
settled suburb, but this is expected
to improve rapidly and at the first,
will take
the ride
many persons
from the novelty of the new line.
"Transfer me to the Gregory Heights
line" will be a !law sound to the
conductors, and Manager Bleecker Situation Promises to be No Hugh Boyle, Proprietor of the Three States Will Participate
hopes to add another name to the
Differeat From That of For- Mecca Saloon, Presented in Ill Big Meeting to be Held
transfer slips in the near future, with
the Worten's addition line. It is gomer Years---Coal Companies Police Court and Case Con- in Paducah---Committee to
ing slowly but the tity engineering
department has been so engulfed in
tinued Until Saturday
are Hampered
Take Charge
new street construction work, that
Improvements on Broadway necessary to the completion of the line, have
OTHER PEOPLE
FEELING FT. CHIEF COLLINS IS ON WATCH. WILL HAVE MANY
VISITORS.
not been made.

M. W. A. REUNION
SAME OLD STORY SUNDAY SELLING
OF CAR SHORTAGE CHARGE IS MADE . NEXT SEPTEMBER

NOVEL AUTO TRIP
FOR FORTNIGHT
Four Paducahans Will Cover
More Than Thousand Miles
Over Itinerary of American
Auto. AssoCiation
WILL MAKE MEMPHIS ON TOUR.

Four Paducah young mcoh will take
the, longest automobile trip ever attempted by automobilista of this city.
Mr, Jesse Well will take Messrs
Zech Bryant, Hugh Thomas and Cecil Deck In his big machine on a two
weeks' vacation trip to southern cities. Memphis will be the first big
city reached on the tour and the rest
of the Itinerary will follow automobile tours arranged by the American
Automobile association, an organization that secures data as to roads
and conditions for automobile trips.
They will leave Monday or Tuesday morning and expect to eat dinner
in Fulton. Extra tires, gasoline and
a complete set of repairing tools will
be taken in the automobile, and
meals and lodging at night will be
secured in farm houses, or in the
small towns they happen to reach at
nightfall. Forty mile trips already
have been made frequently in this
have
machine, and the young man
become competent to repair almost
any trouble that may arise in the
machine.
At Memphis they will .top for a
day or so and either go farther south
or return to Paducah by a different
and more roundabout route. Over a
thousand miles will be covered In the
trip and when they return they ex•
pect to be tanned nut brown and
ready for a year's hard Work. It
will be one of the pleasantest vacation trips enjoyed by Paducahans
this summer.

LOSS IS $50,000
AT DYERSBURG

Prospects of a car shortage more
severe than the one last winter are
already beginning to loom up. Coal
dealers are particularly
interested
In how this problem will be solved by
the railroad, but several mines that
supply local dealers have sent out let.
ters asking the local dealers to store
all the coal they have room for in
their yards.
At this season of the year the coal
trade is good and many people are
laying in the year's supply, and local
dealers find it impossible to keep
more than a car or two on hand now.
In the letter sent to a local dealer the
mine owner said it was impossible to
get cars enough for the moderate de
mend made on them now. Paducah
being situated on the river cannot be
absolutely shut off from the supply,
but dealers are in a pinch when the
railroads cease to bring in coal.
This rhortage does not affect only
the coal men, but all other shippers
as well as the building of the new
school buldings has'been delayed by
a shortage of cars and the joists could
not be shipped.
The coal dealers are putting it befere their patrons the necessity of
buying early, while the weatheer is
good, and so as to alleviate the den.and in the autumn.
FINDING HIS WAY.
Zelaya Getting Attitude of Mexico
and United States,

Another alleged Sunday violator
was wrested last evening by Chief of
Police Collins under instruction from
Mayor Yeieer. Hoe' Boyle, proprietor of the Mecca saloon, Fourth
street and Kentucky avenue, was presented in the police court this morning on that charge, and his case was
continued until Saturday at the instance of
attorney, Eugene
his
Graves, Democratic -andidate for
state legislature, who wished to make
some further investigation into the
law on the subject.
This case involves the question of
alleged club rooms over downtown
saloons, wl.ich Mayor Yeiser reported
to the general council. His statement was based on information tiecured by Chief Collins.
Sunday afternoon the chief observed young men going up the stairway
leading to rooms over the saloon. He
took a position at Tully's livery
stable, on the other side of Fourth
street, and identified
young
men,
whom he saw entering the place.
They were quizzed
yesterday and
stated that they purchased liquor in
the rooms.

READY TO.PLACE
SEATS IN SCHOOL
Supt. of Building Hoyer Busy

JUDGE

JIM

MGM.

Dycueburg, Ky., July 17. (Special-)
—Later estimates on the loss by the
fire yesterday, place the total at V5te0-00, with $11,000 insurance. Most
of the burned buildings will be
rePlaced with brick structures. Dycus
Bros'. store was burned, and the
only two remaining at E. J. Brown's
giocery store and Yancey Bros'. dry
goods store.
Business men are beginning to
consider plans for rebuilding the business section of the town that was
destroyed by fire yesterday morning.
and it is assured better
buildings
will replace those lost in the fire.
Guards were stationed around the
vault in the debris of the bank building, and so far no attempt has been
made to open the doors and see If
any of the notes and valuables were
affected by the heat.
Typheld Filpidencic in Owensboro.
Owensboro, Ky., July 17.—This
city is in the midst of a typhoid fever
epidemic and many deaths have been
caused by the disease. The physicians claim that the cistern water 18
responsible and that the diseased
matter seeps through the ground and
enters the cisterns by small crevices
in the cement.
•

Burglars' Hasa,
Bardstown, Ky., July 17.— Burglars dynamited the postoffice safe
early this morning, and escaped with
$400 in cash and sterilise.
Hargis Case.
Sandy Hoot, Ky., July 17.— Arguments will 'be made Friday for a
change of venue in the case of Judge
James Hargis, charged with complicity in the assassination of Dr. Cox.
The prosecution will argue that.
Breathitt county now IS quiet and
there is no reason why a trial should
not be held them -c1 The defense will
insist that the trialsbe held hire.

Paducah officers of the Modern
Woodmen of America have the disDislocated His Arm.
tinction of originating the first inFlorence Station, July 17.(SPecial)
terstate meeting of the order ever
held. Next September, probably the —The seven-year-old son of Mr. Will
twelfth, the members of the order Beard, of near this place, fell yesterthrough Missouri. Illinois and Ken- day afternoon while playing and distucky will assemble here, and ample located his right arm at the shoulder
amusement will be afforded all that Dr. Ed Adams, of Florence Station,
come.
attended
Last night at the meeting of the
order, Mr. Jacob B. Pollock was
Three Fingers Mangled.
elected chairman of a committee to
Sharpe, July 17.—(Special) —
prepare all the arrangements for the While playing around the
loft of his
celebration. Others on the committee father's stable this morning Henry,
are Messrs. W. J. Gilbert and W. H. the four year
old son of Mr. J. H.
Force. Plana for the entertainment Lackey, of this place,
had his right
are immature yet, bot the lodge has hand caught in the
apparatus lifting
all assurances it will be second to the hay into the loft and three
finnone. Distinguished national offi- gers were badly
mangled. Dr. O. A..
cers will be in attendance and a pro- Eddieruan attended him.
gram of speaking will be arranged as
soon as possible to learn those coming. A band will probably furnish
music during the day.
Where the celebration will be held
has not been decided, but the committee will get to work at onese and
have all the important arrangements
ready for the next Meeting
At the meeting the place of the
With her infant only a few hours
next meeting will he selected and the
offi4rti selected and a permanent or- old, that was born on a fast passenganization affected, and the meet- ger train between Metropolis and
ings will be yearly.
Round Knob, Ill., Mrs. Jessie Spaton,
The Paducah lodge is known as of Helena, Ark., is in Riverside hoscamp, :Co. 11,313, and has a large pital today. Both mother and child
membership, Mr. Pollock is one of are doing well. The little stranger
the prime movers in the interstate made his debut about midnight last
meeting.
night. Mrs. Spaton boarded a south
bound train, then, at Round Knob,
AGED 31 YEARS, MOTAER OF 40. and came to Paducah at 11 o'clock
this morning.
Fourteen Children All 17 Years Old,
Fake School List Says.
Will Canip MAtli Soldiers.

INFANT IS BORN
ON FAST TRAIN

Washington. July 17. —President
With Summer Work on AcZelara is taking steps to inform himself as fair as possible of the plans of
count Auditorium and Sale
the state department officials here,
of Longtellow Building
Indianapolis, July
17.— The
and in the City of Mexico before he
-school census of Terre Haute contains
presses further his preparations for
the names of 40 children of a woman
another attack on Salvador. It Is as31 years old. Fourteen of them are
sumed that he is extremely desirous
REMOVING
EQUIPMENT. represented as being 17 years old.
THE
of assuring himself of the benevolent
This is shown
by the reports of
neutrality of these two capitals in
agents of the state superintendent of
the event that -war actually ensues.
Work was begun today under the education, who investigated charges
dii.ection of Fred Hoyer, superintend- that the persons who compiled the
ent of buildings, of removing the school enumeration and were paid 3
seats in the High school auditorium. rents a name padded the lists. Hunand as ?Kinn att completed will begin dreds of names of persons far over
putting In the new chairs. He finish- the sclioca age are included In the
ed assembling the parts on the lastt :feta
chair today. When the work In the
MEXICX) WILDLY EXCITED.
auditorium is completed all the seats OKLAHOMA ELECTION SNIT. 7.
blackboards, bell and other school
At News of Outbreak of War in OenkdadaYILIt
'111,11ata ossJiAelo Allieera..aad New
teal America.
organiza- will be taken out and held until the
'Crowell; representing all
Oenstitution.
tions, formed to control crops and ad- completion of the new school buildMexico Cite, July 17.—Official and vance prices Is meeting here today. ings.
Guthrie, Okla., July 17.—The condiplomatic circles In this capital -Part of the plan is to get control of
The fire escape has been painted stitutional convention today adopted
were greatly excited today by the re- the Louisville Tobacco Warehouse where needed and
other minor . re- the election ordinance ceiling the
port that a general Outbreak of hos- company. Another radical suggestion pairs have been completed.
Today state election for Sept. 7, when state
tilities in Central Amtirica was likely in the campaign against the Ameri- Mr. !toyer is finishing plane for the
offioers as well as the constitution
to occur within the next fifteen days. can Tobacco company is not to raise sewerage eonnentions In the new
will be voted on. Governor Frantz
1The news reached here from i3alvadot any tobacco in the United States nest buildings and the apRaratue will be
will issue an election proclamation at
lin the.fOrM of a cablegram.
ordered so as to be Intitalled at once an early date

EQUITY SOCIETY
AT LOUISVILLE

41.

The Rev. W T. Bolling, pastor, of'
the Broadway Methodist church, who
Is chaplain of the Mississippi state
guard, will encamp with the militia
at Columbus. Miss.

WATER SUPPLY IS
DRAWN ON HEAVILY
This hat spell Is having effect on
the water supply of the city. Every
day for the past two week!' an average '
-4.0'.00.04U. gallons of Alasbeen used in the city. Of ..eourse.
much of the supply Is used by the
factories and the sprinklers on "the
streets, but omitting this, there la •
noiceable inereares In the amount of
water tiled for drinking
purposes.
However, the Increase does not have
any ill effect on the water station,
as the big machines can easily supply
the demand

PAGE TWO

THE PADUCAft'EVENINei,SrA:

CEE
PRICKLY HEAT
CHAFING and ITCHING
RELIEVED QUICKLY BY

Paracamph
First Aid to the Injured
Always use PARACAIAPH SOAP it will Cieanse, Cool
and Soothe your Skin.

mouth and toughed the lighted end
of It to the fuse.
-When things work all right I ft:
the bomb and cut the rope; the,
the mouth of the cannon drops and
spills me with my parachute out into
the air. Yeaterdsiy, after I lit the fuse It is a noticeable tact, and one which
any doctor will verify that. people who
she went sputtering along all right,
suffer most often from disease are the
then the whole inside of the cannon ones who have the most difficulty in
seemed to have blown up.
keeping their bowels open.
Regular
covered with Burning Powder. bowel action is half the battle of health.
"The burning bits of powder fell People who have a tendency to conall over me. My eyes eeemed to be stipation must of necessity use something
help nature along. This should not
blown full of it. I opened them, but to
be a violent aid like salts or purgative
could see nothing. The fumes were waters, cathartic pills
or powders, but a
suffocating. I had on a full length syrup liquid that will oil the intestines
pair of tights and cloth shoes, and and membranes that it comes in contact
Children, women and weak
around my body was an American with.
flag. My tights were afire in several people generally should never be given a
atToug
physic, as it weakens the system. And it
places..
is futile for the strongest person because the
"I grasped the bar of the para- relief is simply for that day, and then the retie.
Sion sets in and you are worse off than before chute, uttered a little prayer, and What is needed 111 a prompt but gentle laxative tonic like Dr. thtldwell's Syrup Pelmitt
slashed the rope with my knife.
People have been taking it for sixteen Tears
"The cannon dropped and I shot end it is being better liked by more people every
year.
The reason_ is that it 4113 it want itt.
out. For the first 250 feet it was im- unlike
anything else. Results are so sore Is
possible for me to tell whether my 000sti petion. dyspepsia. Indigestion, liver
biliousness. flatulency. sour stomact
big umbrella was going to open or troub.e.
weak stomach, bloated stomach and such i
whether I on:y had started on a death that &cure of any of these ailments is absolutely
plunge of 5,000 feet. The fire in ply guaranteed. A bottle coats but he cents oral sod

eep Your
11 BASEBALL NEWS
BoweIs Open

4111N1111111111111•1111

.-National League
RH 12
Boston
3 7 1
Chicago
4 10 3
Batteries-LIndaman
and Needham; ?relater, Brown and Kitng.

R
New York
2
Pittsburg
6
Batteries--Ames, Taylor and
erman: Camnitz and Gibson.

Brooklyn
3
St. Louis
2
Batteries-Bell and Ritter;
ger and Marshall.

H E
3 G
7 ii
Bow-

HE
7 3
5
I
Kar-

RB E
Philadelphia
7 lo
Cincinnati
4 11 1
is worth a hundred times that to any sufferer.
Batteries - Brown; Richte and
Wise mothers keep it constantly In the house
tights, fanned by the air, started to
for emergencies, because it is needed at some Dooln; Weimer, Mason and McLean
eat its way more rapidly.
time or other by every member of the family.
Dr. Luella earierhiii. _the medical superinten•
"At first there
was a horrible dent
of the Working Woman's Home of Chicago
American League
doubt about the parachute. It might has kept her charges In perfect health by the use
RH E
Dr.
Pepsin
of
brought
hwhenevereatt t.itgw;gaO
New York, July 17- Several thou- hurled frornthe long Iron cylinder by be broken by the explosion. Then
.
Cleveland
2 9 3
came the thought that even if the other laxative is used in the Home. Huy a bottle
yourself today and watch the prompt and per- Philadelphia
3 7 1
sand persons saw Gene Raymond, an a charge of powder. A thin line of parachute
did open it meant a slow manent results.
Batteries-Joss and Bemis; Plank
aeronaut, make a balloon ascension smoke trailed along in its downward trip to the earth, and probably death
flight to make the performance all
and Powers.
from Hillside park, near Passaic, N.
by inches from fire. A small rope
the more realistic.
as hays a saw* list* sod is nee kens to
ran from my belt to
ring in -The he
J. Hanging horizontally from the; balalMiewaing the compass, The slur Isis owes Stifle
The big crowd
RHE
applauded, and parachute framework, so I was safe remedy HIS de as we deli% at is ado ow to those
loon by two ropes as it leftk the when the parachute opened and
hisi le ewe Sir It It yea hag asa Detroit
3 6 0
Ray- from falling, even if I did loose my wits hew mos
dentacit, tior or boo* deem& Sealed Washington
saateleeis
et
ground was a galvanized iron can- mond began to do "stunts" on the hold or become unconscious
0 5 1
, provid- Yet most Obese laxative tor chadres, women ad oil
A guaranteed, permanent hems esse. THE
Batteries - Stever and Schmitz;
yon fourteen feet long and about crossbar they cheered. A brisk south- ed, of course, the rope itself didn't folks.
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxathfe Si Heed ead Sete
as OR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This Pseud Smith, Hayden and Warner.
three feet in diameter at the mouth. erly breeze carried the parachute off burn.
Mars Purity guarantee No. 17, VI unmet" 0. oe
in the direction of Huttley, but the
"I can't describe the feeling of reRaymond was lying flat on his
PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
Second game.
crowd in Hillside park was able to
1070aldwell Bldg., Nontleelley
back in this cannon, with just the follow the performer's movements un lief that came to me when I. felt the
R H E
speed
A
realized
slackened
and
that
the
tips of his shoes showing at the op- tit he was within a few hundred feet
Detroit
1 2 2
big umbrella was opening. The fire
lening. Between his ankles, and right of the ground.
Washington
6 11 1
in my tights was confined chiefly to A race will be made to try to get
In the mouth of the cannon, was a
Batteries - Willett, Eubank and
Amazed at His Antics.
the lower limbs. Hanging to the cross here before the water gets too low.
mortar bomb of the kind used
in
They marveled at his daring when bar with one hand, I tried
There is a good stage at Pittsburg Schmidt; Hughes and Warner.
it
beat
to
fourth of July celebrations to send he hung
from the bar by one arm. out in vain. Then I tried to kick now but it will not last long.
up a big shower of sparks at night. They could not imagine
R H
how any hu- what was left of My shoes off.
Mr. Lem Banks, of Memphis, pres- St.
The thousands watched the balloon man
Louis
6 11 0
being would take the chances. could feel the soles were still there,
ident
one
of
the
of
large
banks
until it was up about 5,000 feet.
of Boston
'I 6
Raymond was taking when he kicked hanging by some shreds. I managed that
city,
owner
of a dozen big
Then the gun boomed in the park. about so recklessly and slapped his
Batteries - Howell and Stevens:
to get them off and then tried to rub southern plantations and interested
That was to let the aronaut know legs. Even the managers of the show
Glaze, Oberlin and Shaw.
some powder out of my eyes.
in numerous Memphis enterprises,
it was time for him to "fire" himself couldn't understand his actions, a:arrived
in
the
city
last
night
"When,
to
see
finally,
I managed to dig
from the cannon. A tiny cloud of though they also noticed that a light
RH E
black smoke burst from the cannon's smoke cloud floated along above him. a little of the grime out of my eyes the steamer City of St. Joseph being Chi
3 10 3
repaired on the ways. He is one of
below
saw
I
the
me
river.
ca
"
Say,
you
mouth, and a few seconds later RayGene Raymond, lying in the PasNew York
2 7
the
owners
of
the
Joseph,
St.
talk
Evabout
a
soul
being
the
on
grid
mond, clinging to the cross bar of his saic general pospital today packed in
Batteries - Walsh and Sullivan:
parachute, shot through the smoke cotton batting and oil, told the real and wanting a drink! That water erything In Padurah and at the ways
looked better to me than any thing I interested Mr. Banks, and he was es- Do•y le Oarth and Thomas.
cloud feet first. Of course only the story of his descent.
•
peclally struck at the volume of riv•
mortar bomb had been fired, but it
"When I heard the signal gun," ever had seen in My life."
World Record Broken.
Raymond's lair was till burned off er business done here. He left this
looked as If the aeronaut had been said he, -"I took my cigar out of my
New York, July 17.-Charles EdCaptain
and his facie terribly scorched. He afternoon for Memphis.
Char' a Price is in charge of the St. wards, carrying 126 pounds, made a
will recover.
new world's record for one mile and
Joseph.
Is an ordeal which an
furlong, in which he won the Sea
A clean foot rise In the last 24 a
women approach with
Gate
stakes at Brighton Beach tohours was registered on the gauge
indescribable fear, for
this morning, bringing the stage up day. A son of Golden Garter, Flora
Mae, ran the distance in 1:5.0 3-5,
nothing compares with
to 12.5. On July 17 last year the
which is two-fifths of a second faster
the pain and horror of
stage was 7.3.
than the best previous tulle, made
child-birth. The thought
The Lyda left for the Cumberland by Bounibert, the 4-year-old, which
of the suffering and danger in store for her,
eleaseesereseseekte
robs the expectant mother
river after ties today. The Blue Spot carried
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming
120 pounds, July 30, 1902.
event, and casts over her a
came in early this morning from the
River Stages.
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken
off. Thousands of women Cairo
24.8 0.9 rise Cumberland river with a trip of ties
have found that the use of Mother's
WATCH FOR IT
Friend during
6.3 1.0 fall for the Holcomb-Hayes company.
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety pregnancy robs Chattanooga
to
Cincinnati
life
of
mother
The Fulton, one of the smallest of
20.5 0.8 rise
and child. This,scientific liniment is a god-s
end to all women at the Evansville-Missing
the up-river boats, passed down this
time of their most critical trial. Not
only does Mother's Friend Florence
4.3 'J.9 rise morning with 24 barges of coal from
carry women safely through the perils
of child
Johnsonvill
Louisville. River men were astongently prepares the system for the coming event, -birth, but its use Louisville e-Missiug.
8.2 0.1 rise ished at the big load for the Fulton
prevents
"morning
sickness," and other disMt. Carmel
The T. 14, Benton and the Ida
8.6 0.4 rise
comforts of this period.
Nashville
8.5 0.1 fall Mack, the towboats recently entered
Sold by all druggists at
Pittsburg
3.2 1.0 fall in the Tennessee river tie trade by
$1.00 per bottle. Book
St. Louis
22.6 0.5 rise the Big Four Tie company of Cairo.
containing valuable information free.
Mt. Vernon
12.8 e.4 rise were stopped at Riverton by low wa
Paducah
12.5 1.0 ripe ter on the locks. Captain B. BerryThe Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta,
Ga.
man is expecting a telegram telling
Sitioke stacks from five big pack- him that the water is up `and to reets were visible over the roof of the turn to the boats. It is probable
Into the river Friday at the wiays.
wharfboat this morning, and one of that these boats can do nothing until
The Nellie at the dry docks will
the biggest days in the history of the fall as their ties are in the extreme
be launched tomorrow and the C. M.
river here In both freight and
Pas- upper end of the Tennessee river.
Pate next week.
senger department is on record. The
The Martha IIenne will leave next
The Carrie Lee, the fine gasoline
Dunbar Dick Fowler, John Hopkins. week for Cincinnati with a tow of boat
running to Dycusburg, has had
Savannah and Clyde, all were at the staves, unless it is secured to go after its
business crippled by the burning
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
wharfboat this morning. The Saltillo the Mary Michael.
of that town.
was here last night and business
Markets, Sports, Etc. The 'following papers deThe City of St. Joseph will be put
would have been just as good then
livered each day. No extra charge. for delivery.
Official Forecasts,
as torte). If labor could have been
TESTED AND PROVEN.
The Ohio, from Evansville to CaiThe Courier-Journal
Louisville Times
procured.
The Commercial-Appeal
ro, will contlitue rising during the
St. LOUla Republic
'The John Hopkins arrived
last There Is a Heap of Solace in Being next two
The Record-Herald
Chicago Examiner
days.
night
at
7:30
o'clock
The Globe-Democrat
and did
not
Chicago Tribune
Able to Depend Upon a Well.
The Tennessee, at F".orence, wilt
get
away
until nearly noon today on
The Poet-Dispatch
Nashville American
Earned Reputation.
continue rising during the next 24 to
The News-Scimitar
account of no labor, and this condiCincinnati Enquirer
36 hours. At Johnsonville, will conThe Star-Chronicle
tion was coupled with one of the bigChicago Daily News
For months Paducah readers have tinue rising during the next two
gest freight trips that packet has had
seen the constant expressions of days.
In months. A cabin full of excursionpraise tor Doan's Kidney Pills, and
The Miesissippl, from below St.
ists made the trip highly profitable
read abort the good work they have Louis to Cairo, will continue rising
Register Office, 523 Broadway
and shows that the advertising done
done in this locality. Not another during the next two days.
this spring by this line, Is produc-4•11111111111111111111111111166 ing results, as mere excursionist remedy ever produced such cffhvinea lag proof of merit.
It is mighty strange haw
many
have come to Paducah from EvanW. H. Smtth, of 1012 South Fourth friends a Man will have when
he
vine than ever before.
street, Paducah, Ky., says: "My back does not need them.
St. Louis was represented by
a has troubled me tor some years past
large number of attractive young
and it would ache so just at the hips
No more man can make a secret
women excursionists on the Savanthat
I would have to go and lie down sound as important in the telling as
nah, and the freight trip trip of that
and then I could not get up without a woman can.
packet was at captelty figures. Arriving at 5 o'clock this morning, the help. I tried plasters and everything that would come "to my notice
Savannah left at 9 o'clock -for the
that I thought would help me. I did
Tennessee river.
"You can say- to the public that receive some benefit but the trouble
the George Cowling, the Royal and would return again in a short time as
For beautifying your yards and
estimates on dower beds we
the Dick Fowlee• are ere class pas- severe as ever. One day we noticed
iswill call and see you. Phone
senger carrying boats," said Inspec- Doan's, Kidney Pills advertised, so I
Sehmaus Bros. for the largest
tor St. .lobit yesterday, as be was sent to DuBois & Co.'s drug store for
and most complete stock of
leaving for Chattanooga. The George a box. I took them as directed and
Powers and plants in the city.
Cowling and Royal were given sur- in about one week I was able to go
Yrs. delivery to any
prise inspectiotet yesterday rnornilie about my work as usual. The lamepart of' the city.
ness
In
shoulders
my
back
disand
and were found 0. K.
SCHMAUS BROS.
Excursionists from the Saltillo appeared and my kidneys began to
rode over the city for an hour or so erform their work in the natural
Both Phones 192.
lae night while that packet was at- way. I found that it was kidney
trouble
that
llte
ache
caused
so
to
tending to the .local freight business.
At 8 o'clock the Saltillo left for St. much, but Doan's Kidney Pills relieved me of all the trouble and I
Louis.
No labor and Mg business has can cheerfully endorse them." (From
thrown the Evaneville packets out a statement given in 1900.)
H. C. with
which engine you need, if you compare the L
Cured to Stay Cared.
of schedule and the Joe Fowler proapparent that
On February lie 1907, Mr. Smith
The Fawn Original
bably will not a- rive until tonight.
others. Trhe merits of I. IL C. engines are so
As noon as Me Dick Fowler left said: "Seven years ago Doan's Kidyou need this engine.
an examination will cqa,gince you that
for Cairo this morning, the Dunbar ney Pills cured me of a severe attack
your mind as to which
A test will remove any doubt in
found room to squeeze up to the of lame back and kidney trouble. I
Safesimple, reliable,
wharf and take on a blgetelp for gave a statement at that time telling
engine is the b.:St. It is the L H. C.
Saturday and Sunday
and will be glad to
engine
Nashville. Water is low in the Cum- of the cure they had effected, and
tLis
handle
economical. W.
July 20 and 21
after
berland and business at..Neshville is
this long teet i take pleasure in
demonstrate it to you.
again endorsing this remedy to the
dull. .
The Georgia lee will arrive tomer- public To- I do not believe they have
moon from Memphis and an equal. Doan's Kidney Pills made
leav imm
a complete cure in my case as 1' have
ely for elnilnnati.
-Tho ilffafge
INCORPORATED
Cowling brought ot had aiiiittaelt since." '
rioartt. 200 - excursionist% to Paducah
For sale by all dealer.. Price ro
Paducah,
Games Called
from Metropolis last night on a spe- cents. Postai-Wilburn Co., Buffalo,
129 North 3rd. St.
cial trip,
!Crow York, pole agents for the United
Saturday
Sunday
The Harvester has let Pittsburg States,
e p. m.
3 p. m.
w'th a tow of coil for the West
Admission - 25c and 35c
Remember the name-Donna -Kentucky Coal sampan; in 14 barges, Slit take no other.
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It cost Paducah just $13.58 leas to
In the city hall, says the Mayfield
operate e02 arc lights lit the first
Messenger, quite a number of farmsix months of 1907, than it cost e)
ers met in response to the date made
operate 166 lights in the corresponi
a month ago when a large number
constructed humidors. When
ing months of 1906. The saving yea
met and effected an
organization
effected on the operation of the'nev,
we say that, we have done
These men as they state are organizsystem
purchased
by the Republican
our best in an ad — but you
ing themselves together to make an
council. Superintendent lece•bler's reInvestigation of sonic of the books
ought to try a few of the
port to the boaed of public works
the club disclaims responsibility. If ot Graves county. A committee was
cigars; that's the true test.
yesterday afternoon showed that to
the roller is rented in the future, it appointed from the eight magisterial
operate 166 arc lights in the first six
will not ise sent out unless accompa- districts, one from each district, and
months of 1906 cost the city $36.88
the mission of these men is to make
nied by the city's operator.
each. For the first six months of this
appointments of men to do soliciting
year, 202 lights were operated for
in each of their districts and also to
$23.30 each. The total cost of operatHO
He Got It.
secure the services of a lawyer or
ing the city lighting department in
Either Phone No. 77.
lawyers to make an investigation of
the last six months, has been $4.the affairs of the county court which
708.05, as compared with the cost
Agent for original Allegretti
the men allege has been conducted
for the same period of 1906, whicn
Candies
illegaly. Those appointed for the
was $6,122. °hanging the city wires
magisterial district were:
...et from the poles of the East Tennessee
No. 1, John Daughaday.
Telephone company to new
ones
No. 2, B. B. Pryor.
erected by the city, cost $1,450.
WEEK'S INCOME, $9; BEER, $25.
No. 3, J. L. Canaday.
Street Work.
No. 4, A. W. *bodes.
Street Inspector Elliott's report
W01111101 Also Cfainie Baby Drinks
No. 5, Jack Dawson.
for the first six months of 190,7 show
Three Bottles of "Suns" Daily.
No. 6, I. N. Hughes,
that his department spent $4,975.88.
No. 7, JeW. Monroe.
For the same period of 1906 this deMiddleboro, Mass., July 16.—"My partment
No, 8, Buck Cox.
cost from $1.200 to $1,500
7-months-old baby drinks three botThe date set for the next meeting
more. The saving in this department
tles of beer a day. I drink a keg of
I., Monday, July 29, at 10 o'clock a.
Is due -largely to the use of the saniit a (lay, and my hdsband drinks the
m, in the city hall room.
tary street fiushers. The old method
rest of $4 worth," Mrs. Caroline of
There 'were a number of interest
sweepers would have been $1,000
lernmo told the police court magis- more expensive for the time the
ing talks made and on the next meettrate yesterday.
ing day it is expected that several
flushers have been in use, it is eetiThe judge refused to believe the mated. Owing to the new Improve- "Del be inherit his money or did he hundred people will be on hand.
make
it
iiiiimelfS"
etory, and fined her $75 for "boot- ments ordered by the council, the
The idea of this meeting as they
U.- marriedeit-a—tat Louie- claim Is that they desire to form an,
g." Mrs. Leann° admitted that street department has not made as
)*
site has received 224 gallons of beer. many repairs to streets and alleys, Post-I als1,i,tele
investigation committee and to inbesides other liquors, in the last as weie necessary, and, this has kept
vestigate the books regarding the
three mouths.
dispensation of the funds distributed
down expenses somewhat. The counShe said her husband earned $9 cil has spent a great deal of mone.
for road work. These men who met
a week, and the beer bill was $28 a but most of the improvements have
MAI FI MILD.
In this meeting allege that money is
week. She didn't know
being paid out illegally for road purhow she not been paid for.
made up the difference, but was sure
poses and they are seeking to learn INLECIrlin PitigOinKNT BY COUNTY
Complaints of the dangerous conthat she and her husband and baby dition of the Third street bridge over
ATTORNEYS (W STATE.
May-field, Ky., .Italy 17.— The net if their allegations were well founded
consumed all the liquor, and that Island creek are reaching the board proceeds of the
The purpose of appointing this
load tax for this
North Adams, Mass., July 16. — nally
embarked on a sailing vessel
they did not keep liquor for sale.
of public works. The floor of the year In Graves county will not be so (ommittee from each district is to enTo outwit the immigration authori- for
Victoria, B. C. He arrived early
join,
provided
they
find
constiit
is
bridge is out of repair, but the board much as it has heretofore been
ties and join his 8 year old daughtet in May at
British Columbia, he had
Wise Counsel Prom the South.
has not the funds to build a new one. thought it would be. The number of tutional, the road supervisor, T. C. McCracken County Man Frames Com- here, a Syrian
who arrived ,in this added 8,400 miles to his Itinerary.
mittees By Congressional
"I want to give some valuable ad- The street inspector was instructed to polls assessed to pay the road tax at Pinson, from proceeding further on
city traveled over 33.666- miles, exFinally Enters United States.
vice to those who suffer with lame repair the worst places and the rest $1 eaeh is 5,034. The total amohnt the road work and giving orders to
Districts.
pended a small fortune in transporIn June he journeyed from Victoback and kidney trouble," says J. R. will have to go until the city is pre- to be collected from the property as- the county court for work done.
tation, and consumed six
months' ria to iMontreal, 3, 291 miles.
He
Blankership, of Beek, Tenn. "I have pared financially to repair or build a sessed by the county assessor, will
It was estimated that the cost to
time.
then determined upon a final cast and
proved to an absolute certainty that new bridge. City Engineer Washing- amount to $-21,658.91. There will be secure an attorney to do the work
The child was brought by her fath- headed for the
The state association of county atUnited States. At this
Eleeleltc- Bitters will positively merg ton condemned this briage several also collected by (he sheriff from desired would cost about $500 and
er to the city Met winter. The girl point
he had no trouble In crossing
torneys
at
Bowling
Green
elected
the
that distressing- conditicfn. The first years ago.
railroads and frauohises about $200, when the appeal was made by the
found a home but the father was de- the line•from
Canada and made 335
bottle gave me great rellorand after
making a total of about $28,000 that chairman, Charley Austin, and other following officers:
Overhanging Trees.
ported, making the distend@ traveled nines from
Montreal to Boston. The
President—Alben W. Barkley, of
responded
tillers
readily
the
taking a few more bottles, I was comsoil,
of
are
charged
'against
the
when
sheriff. But
he again arrived at Berate Sy- night
Chief Woods of the fire department
. he arrived in that city he covPaducah.
pletely cured; Fes completely that it has
ria, 13,500 miles. He re-embarked ered the
asked the board to have all trees after deducting the delinquents, ex- end donated • money In quantities
final 100 odd miles still sepVice
Pdesident--Cyrus
Viers,
of
from $1 up, many, however, liberbecomes a pleasure, to recommend in
with a few days for Rio Janeiro. arating him
the city which hang out over the onerations and paying tile commisfrom his little girl.
Elizabethtown, Ky.
40'
this great remedy." Sold under guar- streets, cut away, as the fire depart- sion for collection, the net proceeds ally giving $5.
Brazil, 7,425 miles away. His intenSecretary—T. E. Moore, of Paris, tion was
treasurer
elected
receive
The
to
.
from
antee at all druggists. Price 5'Jc.
the
road
tax,
net
amount
will
to eater the states at a gulf
ment drivers have been endangered
Ky.
In Astomobiledom.
port, not daring to trust
in their runs by overhanging limbs. to more than $22,000. This is less and protect the money was L. Themhimself
Scientlet--"Light travels at the
Treasurer—W.
G,
Howell,
of
Green
again to the immigration ()Metals lot
been 0 thought es, W. I. Melvin was elected secreThis was especially noticed in the than has generally
l'nkon Prices.
rate of about 187,000 miles a second.
burg, Ky.
•
the larger eastern cities.
High prices prevailing in Yukon run Sunlay night to the Mill street would come by the increase of It on tary and both men are of the real
Chauffeur—"Geel
President Barkley selected his exThat's goin•
the
could
selection
poll
better
article
and
no
25
and
cents
on
the
$10')
Starts on Journey to Outride.
Territory continue to prevent many fire when a truck driver was brushed
ecutive committee as follows, choosWillie in Brazil he reached the con- some!"
have been made
tourists from visiting that country. in the face by tree limbs, nearly hurl- worth of property.
Auto Enthusiast (slightly deaf I-ing one member from each congres- clusion that it
would be better had
•
Vice Consul Woodward, of Dawson, ing him from his seat, and making
"Pardan rue. sir. But what make masional district:
be
started
originally
for
The
Canada.
many
At
HAVE
friends of Miss Jettie
FOIL' SEEN IT
writes: "In one instance a party of driving extremely dangerous at high
First district—J. A. Hines, of Bal- the first opportunity he embarked on chine was it you just mentioned?"—
Pryor. of Pryorsburg, were surprised
some two dozen tourists from the speed.
lard county.
a vessel for Colon, whence he crossed Bohemian Magazine.
Trees generally are causing the early Thesday morning to learn of
eastern states arrived here in the
Second district—Clarence Finn, of the isthmus of Panama. It required
he
marriage
Monday
night
in
Fulton
conanxious
public
of
works
board
morning, and, ajter a hasty trip up
Owensboro.
several weeks' waiting before he fiThe Evening Sun-10c. a week.
so to Mr. Herman Hogan. of Si. Louis.
the creeks, left on the steamer the federation, as the people seem
Third district—Thomas W. Thomas
same evening. A visitor from the much attached to them. W F. Brad- —Mayfield Messenger.
of Bowling Green.
outside, particularly from .the ex- shaw, Sr., was given permission to
Fourth district—John W. Boyd, of
Miss
Paducah,
pavement
Nell
let
stand
Barry,
a
who
in
in
of
the
tree
treme east of the United States, is asElizabethtown.
is
the
guest
Cooley,has
of
Mrs.
Broadway,
Jesse
tonished to find the smallest coin in front of his residence on
Fifth distrtct—Robert Lee Page, of
„circulation is 25 cents, that the same until next fall when the sap runs been slightly ill for the past few
article which costs 5 cents at home down, when the tree can be moved days.
Sixth district—W. W. Spaulding.
Auditor
will cost from twice to five times back into the yard. City
Lebanon.
of
James
entertained
Scoggins
'Mrs
a
that much, and that 25 cents is paid Kirkland says the new street improve
Seventh district—George B. Hunt
for a five-cent cigar or an ordinary ments on Broadway will result in 25 few friends Monday at her pretty
of Lexington.
local newspaper, that a charge of $1 fine old shade trees being cut down, suburban home on West Broadway.
Eighth district—J. E. Robinson, of
most
that
hours
pleasantly
The
were
following
board's
ruling
the
to $2.50 is made for delivering a
HEAT OVERCOMES ENGINEER. Lancaster.
single piece of baggage to the hotel. none should be left in the sidewalks. spent in social enjoyment and at
Ninth District—T. C. Slattery, of
9:30 delightful refreshments were
Jefferson Boulevard.
a distance of two or three blocks,
Imperiling the Lives of Hundreds of Maysville.
were
served.
present
Those
Misses
improved
Jefferson street will be
and everything else in. proportion."
People on Fast Train.
Tenth district—C. F. Thomas, o
without any delay by curbing the Minnie Long, Mary Blackburn, Lenit H E Mt. Sterling.
HyTyne
Mahan,
Marvin
Lewis,
nie
She (sighing) --"Ole for the street car track and making a park
Cleveland,
, July17.—Hundreds
Eleventh district—W F. Davis, o
wings of a lark!" Fle—"These wom- of the inside space. Manager Bleeck- men and Mary Kate C'.00rnbe; Messrs.
of lives were Imperiled today when Pineville, Ky.
and
Coombs
Embree.
Harold
James
the
company,
asked
traction
en are never content, Now her motor er of the
Floyd E. Webber, engineer of the
doesn't satisfy her."— riegende board to determine whether concrete Prentice Coombs.
fast west bound Lake Shore passenCured Lung Trouble.
or granite curbs should be used and
Biatter.
John Payne died at the home of ger train sped almost Into Cleveland
"It Is now eleven years since I had
the specifications will he passed on
without
guiding
The
a
hand.
engina narrow escape from consumption."
—Want ads. are "Airs( aid to the In a special meeting of the board to his father, on the east side of Court
eer was over:eene by the intense writes C. 0. Floyd, a leading busiworried."
be hekl text Tuesday afternoon. Be- Square. Bowel trouble was the cause.
heat. As the engine rocked into the ness man of Kershaw. S. C. "I had
L.
fore this meeting the ixsard will lp- Ho was 37 years of age.—Monitor.
Cleveland yards over switch
points run down in weight to 130
spect Clay street between SevenMr. Jess McCianihan. died at the the motion threw the engine driver and coughing was constant, both by
teenth and Nineteenth streets, and
the floor of the cab. day and by night. Finally I began
First street from Washington street home of his father, Mr. Alex Mc- from h1s spat to
Clanihan, near Folsomdale consume Then the fireman learned what had taking Dr. King's New Discolrery, and
to Broadway.
tion was the cause. He waft about 20 happened. He jumped from his seat, continued this for about six months,
First Street.
leaving his companion helpless on the when my cought and lung trouble
First street likely will cause trou- years of age.
foot boards while he brought the were entirely gone and I was restored
ble before it Is accepted. The rasroad
speed of the train down within the to my normal weight, 170 pound"."
has one of its tracks out in the street
Mr. Aithrin Drew died at the home
Webber's condition was Thousands
and the new streets only reaches to Of his father. Mr. P. B. Drew, two yard limits.
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said time and place and show cause, purpose of securing verdicts In acThe Mere Man (in front of the
lected by this convention, and for Clerk's
rient means to take up the prosecucordan
If
ce
with the wishes of those In
any they have, why the prayer of
Mistake Gave Girl a
theater)-- "Beg pardon, but are you
Long
the policies and principles above
tion on their own behalf, attorneys
the said petitioner should
Sentence In Mince.
not be whose hands the selection of the
s •
a ticket pecu;ator?" The Pompous
stated,
believi
96.00
suits
ng
that
Will insure
are hired to prosecute the accused.
ite
juries
$4.80
is
granged
i
placed,
.
or
under
whose
con- better days
One (freezingle)— "I'm one of the
$5.00 mills
for Kentucky.
and the retainer of these hired law4.00
And It Is farther ordered by the trol end direction they ore selected.
Montgomery, Ala., July 17 •tindery/Meta of the tickets for this
Be$3 twits
yers le not for the perpose of securea .fte of a mletake
court,
Seveath—We demand that the
2.44
that the clerk shall send by
of a clerk who
theatee, if that's *hat you mean "—
"Of
course,
"
said
the
optimis
justice
t,
for the aecheed and for the
"If wrote. "years" instead
ing
mail to all known creditors, caplet; bo_olts, vouchers and accounts of all
Puck.
of "months,"
people, but for thd purees@ of inflictof said pettlien and this order, ad- ntunIcipalitiois, all public officers and a man gets'into the habit of hunting Rhena Rivers, A girl
of Houston
,. .
trouble
he's sure to find it." "Yee," eau rity,
: on the accused. turning
!
stIF reverts
public
dressed
isstieu
them
to
their
st
tions . supported by the
pieces of
almost served out. •
• "Excuse me sir." remarked - the
replied the estesImist, "and If hetis so rearm
twenty
- erotteciarni Into a private weary wayfare
residence at stated.
state, c&nties or cities, an41 of
for a twenty monthte
r, "bat I don't know
all
mentence
persecution and absolutely tbwartflig kilos,
Witness the Honorable Walter Ev- corporations in which 'a city or state lazy that he always tries to avoid it, at the Alabama mines.
/ where my next meal is coming
She died just
aoirotOr
It will find hlm, fib what's the differ. before
I•kil ends; Of justice. This la one of front." "Neith
ens, judge cif the said court, and the owns the majority interest, either
the term was up. The
di- _ncei"—Ph I Mel ph la Press
er do I," replied the
4111•041
clerk, in
Louisvi
tt(li Meat IncOuslatent practises of our prespercms looking
lle,
making
thereof
in
rectly
said
eital
, at
out the
or thrqugh subordinate cortile
papers, changed
Individual. "MY
lailliandillahMalli. filet, on the 16th day of July. A. D. poratio
tentrts.
months to yeart, and the
ns, trusfites
cook 14t this morning, tom"— Philacommissioners,
mistake was
WANTED-50 boys, aged from .15 i
No sae should have anj intereet in delphia Record,
onlOrecently discovered.
shial be open to inspection and inA bill was
to 20, at once. Mergenthaler-Horton'today
rellitan41101•41k141
reitigatIon by any citizen,`and shall
A. G. RONALD, Clerk
,1***/•4
introduced to pay the
Basket Co.
mother of
th• girl for the (watt
s*
ed.
ete
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Coat and Trousers
a

Come in for a Look or Try-On

Suits

$10,$12.50,$15 or $20
buy—style,

The Clothing Store That Carres the

"UNION STORE CARD"

323

DESBERGER'S

323
LE
AD
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BROADWAY GRAN
leuDRN/siaRp, oci,ortimws. BROADWAY
Platform of the Republican Party
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We Return
You 20 Cents
On Every Dollar
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Mr. Isadore Ramage is ill at histfor a linonth'is camping trip in Coke'
home.
redo.
Prof. and Mrs. William Alexander,
Misses Allie Cabal and Mary Scott
of Lexington, Miss., are the guests will go to Cerulean
tomorrow
to
of Mrs. Alexander's parents, Mr. and spend a week.
I
Mrs. Byrd, of Trimble street,
I
Attorney A. E. Boyd Le taking a vas'
Mr. Cave Flowers, 1420 South cation in Graves county.
I
Thirteenth street, left this afternooni A boy baby was born Yeeterday to
Land in New York,
Misses Clarabelle and Carrie Rieke to vialt Mr. Elmer Stewman, of Car- 'Mr and MTS. . F. Raferty, of 1206
landed In New York today on the re- bondale, DI.
Monroe street.
Mrs. D. G. Park is visiting Mrs. J.
turn from a sevasal
months' trip
Mrs. Mildred Davis will leave tothrough the couritriert in southern H. Derrington. of Florence Station.
morrow to join Mr Frank Davis in
Mrs. Haille Crabill, of Springfiel I. Cerulean for a week's visit.
Europe, Egypt and other countries in
Africa bordering on the Mediterran- 0., is visiting her sister. Mrs. McMaJ. K. Hendrick, Democratic candihon, 501 South Third street.
ean sea.
date for attorney-general, returned
Mrs. William Short, 1015 South last night from Louisville.
Fourth street, left this morning to
Miss Annie Ragsdale is spending
Sunday School Outing.
Mrs. Edward L. Atkins entertain- visit friends and relatives in Jeffer- the week* with Miss Lennie Sander-I
son at Lone Oak.
ed the teachers of the First Baptist sonville, Ind.
Mr and Mrs. S. A. Hill and daughD. E. E. Davis was ill of malaria'
church Sunday school last night. A'
hay ride was given first and the par- ter, Ruby, has gone to New Orleans today at his home in Melber.
ty then repaired to Mr. Atkins' coun- and Pearsall, Tex., to be gone for
Just Arrived-Another lot of those White Linen Skirts,
WOMAN OFFICER NABS MASHER.
try home, near Lone Oak, wnere an several weeks.
Miss Bell Jost, of Mt. Vernon,
informal musical was enjoyed, folall sizes-the kind we Sold five dozen Of in One day. SO
lowed by refreshments. Plans for fu- Ind., is visitrIng her aunt, M?Mc- Man Who Tried to Flirt Dragged to
Mahon, 501 South Third stre .
ture work of the school were discussCourt and Fned fr.400.
if you want One of these come down at once.
%Varner Moore, Jr., return d yesed during the evening. Among thos.
tefday
from
Louisville
and
Missisin attendance were Mr. and Mrs. J.
Alton, Ill., July 17.-William Mcsippi.
A. Toner and ohildren,,Mr. and Mrs.
Carty, who was arrested by Mrs. SoMr. and Mrs. M. D. Sanders and
Rollie Graham, Mr. and Mrs. Moaes,
phis Demuth, whom he accosted Satson, Kelly, of Mayfield, have returnMesdames I. 0. Walker, Frank Wahl
urday night, was tined $200 this
home.
ed
and children, Misses Odie Puryear,
morning by Magistrate Gross. MeMrs. A. D. Paschal has returned
YOU,WILL LIKE IT
Irene Curd, Clara B. Thompson, E:Carty met Mrs. Demuth, who is a promotile and Grace Atkins and Master from visiting her father, Mr. James bationary officer, in front of the Cit.
Divine, of Mayfield.
,
Calvin M. Thompson„,
lens National bank.
Mrs. W. S. Garvey has returned
"Good evening," he said pleasantfrom .Mayfield where she visited Mrs.
ly, raising his hat.
Wedding This Evening.
C. E. Hayden.
This evening at 7:3,0 o'clock at
"Wreach, have you the effrontery
Judge Thomas J. Nunn, of the
the bride's home in Lone Oak, the court
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
of appeals, at Frankfort, ar- to insult an officer of the law?" ex-Dr. Hoyer residepce phone 464;
marriage of Miss Allie Rudolph and rived here yesterday on
claimed Mrs. Demuth. as she seized
business.
„
Mr. Fred Rouse will be solemnized,
office 175,
rty by the ear and led him to
City Clerk Henry Bailey has gone McCathe Rev. D. W. Folks officiating to Dawson Springs te
-Try Whitehead's 25 cent dinner
rest up and,the police station.
Polite service.
Miss Rudolph resides with her grand- recuperate. '
Mrs. Demuth is about 5 feet 8
father, Mr. Bud Rudolph, in Lone
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 40014
!Wares tall, weighs 175 pounds, is 45
The Rev. and Mrs. George H. Far-,
Broadway. Phone 196.
Oak, and is a charming girl with ley go to Dawson today for a SD-'years old and gray headed. The man
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozmany splendid traits dr, character. journ.
larrested is about the sami..age.
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
Mr. Rouse is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs, D. J. Hubbard an daughters,
--Farley & Fisher, veterinarlahs, WAS ARRESTED BECAUSE.
V. D. Rouse, and an enterprising Mabel and Genevieve, of Frankfort, CAUTION FOR FEDERAL JUDGE.
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
HE SNORtilii TOO LOUD. young farmer, and is popular with a are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hubithone 351.
host of friends. Miss L,orena Naylor bard.
Hu.niphry Admonished That His Pro-We give.you better carriage and
ceedings Provoke Criticism,
Master John T. Ross, Jr., has reLogansport, Ind., July 17.-Carson will play the wedding march. Immebetter service for the money than Emery was
arraigned In court this diately after the ceremony a recep- turned from visiting at Huntingdon,
Is given by any trilmsfer company in
Washington, July 17.-The attormorning charged with snoring so (ion will be given the couple at the Tenn., and other points.
Atrseica. Fine carriages for special
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Watson and ney general has completed his examt
loudly he kept neighbors from sleep- groom's home In Lone Oak. The
occasions on .short notice; also eleson, Carl, have returned toyr)11;8- nation of the charges against United
couple will reside in Lone Oak.
I rico rporated.
ing.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
v1::e, after visiting Mr. and Mrs. clay States Judge Thomas C. Humphry,
"He lives two blocks from
me,"
-An ice cream supper will be givWilkes.
of the central district of the Indian
said Louis E. Gerber, the prosecuting
Trolley Ride,
en Thursday night at 916 South Third
Hon. John G. Miller went to Mur- Territory'. As a result of the investiAll of the children of the primary
witness, "but last night he kept me
for the benefit of Mr. Louis ?risme
ray yesterday on legal business.
gation Judge Humphry has been exHAIR
awake by his snores." Police Judge department of the First Baptist SunDRESSING, champocang,
-Kodak& from ti to $2-5. SomeMr. David M. Flournoy went to onerated of all charges reflecting on
' sir scalp treating and-manlcuring, Mat
Smith put Emery under $50 bond to day school are requested to meet in
thing new in the line and all necesDawson
yesterday.
his integrity, but has been admonishthe Sunday school room tomorrow
tie Dawson, 422 South Seventh (Ed_
keep the peace.
sary supplies that make kodaking
Mrs. R: J. Stockman and son, of ed that the form of certain, proceed.
r pbone 2068.
(Thursday) evening at 7 o'clock
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
sharp. Each teacher will then take Memphis. and Mr. W. C'. Price, of Ings were such as to subjeet him to
THE PERSON who found a leathWill Pay Count Bones Debts.,
Cantu, Ill., are visiting their par-!csiticiatu. The charges made were
-Prayer meeting at Tenth Street
er sack containing $17.70 is knoten,
Paris, July 17.-The appeal of charge of her class and all will go ents. Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Price,
irirt
ri
4
Christian church at 8 o'clock 'tonight.
of that Judge Humphry had taken ins 0"-e-r-r-e-e-ron a street car ride over the city for
and will save trouble by returning it.
South Third street.
Subject, "The Ten Commandments: Count Boni de Castellane from the two hours. 'The pasentts
'proper action with relation to the
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
to 730 Clark, Mrs. Doolin.
of the
decision
of
the
court
on
Nov.
14
last,
Miss Gussie Cocke, of Wickliffe, sale of timber or Indian minors' land
Duties to God and Duties to Man-.
children under eight years of age are
FOR
C:ay.
FOR SALE- Piano, oak dining
RENT
1218
-House
granting
a
divorce to the .Countess
will arrive Saturday to visit
Miss
All members of the church expected
room set, almost new coal range:
Boni.de Castellano, formerly Miss also requested to be there and go Julia Dabney of North Fifth/street,
and friends invited.
MITCHELLS
for
high-grade
bicyAinerican Officers Honored.
also mahogany furniture. Apply 2220
Anna Gould, of New York; was dis- with the ouildren; also the parents and Miss Helen Van Meter, of Kencles, 326-328 South Third street,
-City subscribers to the
Daily
of the "Cradle Roll" babies of the
Paris,
July
17.-'Officers
from
the
Jefferson street. Phone 1191.
missed
this
afternoon
and
a
final
detucky avenue.
Sun who wish the delivery of their
SHORT
specialty.
orders
a
Page's
Sunday school with their babies. No
Miss Ena Bridges, of Macon, Ga., American cruisers Tennessee and rebtaurant.
papers stopped must notify our col- cree of divorce duly granted.
LOST- Small yellow Jersey, short
one else can possibly go, as cars for
is visiting Mrs. T. H. Bridges, 4,01 Washington, now at Brest, have come
looters or make the requests direct
Attorneys for the count made prac only this number
horn, three year old cow, Rewant
have been engaged.
FOR
heating
stovewood
aed
ring
to Paris on a visit, where they are the
Fountain avenue.
to The Sun office. No attention will tically itb contest.
paid for information leading to he?
The cars will be decorated, a band of
437 F. Levin.
be paid to such orders when given
Mr. Des Moore and family, who recipients of unusual official houors.
return. J. T. Ellenwood, Phone 2902.
Although the count, under the law, mute will be along, light refreshThe
include
officers
Admiral
Charles
BEST
meals
25
cent
in
City
at
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
has still sixty days in which to appeal ments will be served and a good time have been visiting an aunt of Mrs. H. Stockton, Capt. Albert S. Berry
WANTED ROOMS-Wanted
240
WhItehead'a.
Moore, Mrs. I. B. Elkton. at Fulton
-The Ladles Auxiliary of the 0. to the court of cessation upon legal
promised. Efbrything will be free.
rooms for conventioners.
Rooming
and
Theodore
Capt.
Porter.
They
CLEANING
pressing
and
are visiting Mrs. Ethel Small, who is
neatly
R. C. will give an ice cream supper grounds, the. judgment of today is
This trolley ride is partly in place of
house owners write for full particuwere entertained by President Fell- done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a.
a sister of Mr. 'Moore, at Mayfield.
and social Thursday evening' at the regarded as final. Insomu^h
as nego- Lhe promised picnic that was poetlars. Tourists Headquarters, room
leres
at
luncheon
today
at
the
Elysee
Miss Edna Carpenter returned to
residence of Mrs. I, D. Farrington, tiations have practically
WANTED
-A
good
cook,
408
been corn poned. The ride will he over at 9:30
23, 1129 17th street. beaver, 001.
palace, Ambassador White and the
Eleventh erd Madison.
Washington, old phone 2500.
reeled by which Madame Gould is to o'clock and all get off at the corner her home In Hickman today after im
)re
en
s
i
e
b
n
e
trs
of
the
embassy
FOR RENT-One four-room real.
staff
being
visiting Mrs. Tina
Duncan, 1232
-Have The Sun mailed to you or settle the cases of the
ANYTHING in the short order line dence, 222 Tennessee. Sewer
creditors, both at Fifth street and Broad-vay.
conTennessee street.
any of your friends going away for against herself
and the count, out of
Welcoming his guests President at Page's restaurant.
oetcions. One four-room house, 1215
Mrs. Ira Fulkerson and daughters.
the summer. The address will be
court.
FURNISHED rooms for
light Kentucky avenue. Apply H. A. PatMr, and Mrs. J. A. McFarland, of Addie and Annie I.awis, left today Fallieres declared France was united
changed as often as desired, and the
housekeeping, 329 S. Third.
Littleville.
left
ter, phone 65.
to
States
the
United
.
today
by
bonds
for
Nashviolle,
of
for Beaver Dam, where they will re.
rate is only 25c a month.
Doyle Will Hunt for Jewels.
Chattanooga and other cities In the side.
WANTED-Boarders and moiler-I. -GET OUT of the wet. Jobs won':
friendship which had exiAed for more
-An Ice cream slipper will he givLondon, July 17.- Sir Arthur Co- south for a month's visit.
en Thu:-day evening for the benefit
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Emery, 21',J8 than a century and which time could Apply 1004 Jefferson. Old lifeline 1388 be so easy to get next year. We can
nan Doyle, anxious to justifykills repMrs. Sol Dreyfuss and daughter, Yeiser avenue, left today for Palma. not alter.
use 500 machinists. Highest wages,
PIANO STOOL with back for
of Guthrie Avenue Methodist church. utation as a
real Sherlock Holmes, Miss
Aimee, 328
North
Eighth where they will visit relatives.
Wm. Deal, Phone 136.
steady employment guaranteed. Trans
near the nhurch, on Tennessee'street. has offered
his services to Sir Arthur street, left today for +Dawson Springs
It is estimated that the sun
to
machinists
Miss Minnie Bitz went to Princeton
will
WANTED- Boarders at
627 portation advanced
-Place your orders Tor wedJI- If Vteers, the Ulster king of arms, In for a sojourn.
be able to supply the present amount Washington street. Old phone 2568 flaying first-class references.
We
today for a short visit.
Invitations at home. The Sun
Is unraveling the mystery of the loss ol
Mr. Ben Price, the contractor, re30,000,000
Mrs. C. H. Chamblin, 1439 South of heat for at least
showtng as great an assortment as the jeweled Insignia of the order of turned today from Cincinnati
FO
'ARLY breakfast wood, old positively make no charge in any way,
after a Tenth street, returned today from
manner. shape or form for securyou will find anywhere, at prices St. Patrick, which was recently to business
phon 23 1.
trip.
"rash..cks!
u
ing jobs for machinists. Address
And I was figuring on a
Moberley, Mo., after a several weeks' yea
such lower than you will have to len from Dublin Castle.
FOR
DRY
old
WOOD.
phone
Miss Nettle Stringer, 816 South
with references, The National Metal
vailt to her daughter, Mrs. Olive San- letup in October."- Washington
pay elsewhere.
2361.
Sixth street, left today for Dawson
Herald.
Trades Association, Cincinnati, Ohio
derson.
-Mr. Bennie Frank, his trainer
3pr.ngs to remain two weeka.
FOR REPW:--- Third
floor over
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Gardner
WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW
JUST a few left-I have sold more
and string of race horses left yesterMisses Mamie and Irene Fowler
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
WANTED
-50
boys,
aged
from
15
Tenth
Lawrence,
South
701
sou,
and
than thirty houses and lots in the last
WHAT TT IS
day for Ottawa,
to start their
left today for Sturgis, Henderson and
street, have returned after a visit to to 20, at once. Mergenthaler-Horton St. Apply F. H. Fisher, Post Office,
sixty days, at the best bargains ever
raring season.
other cities in Kentucky, to
visit
Basket Co.
i Nashville.
FOR RENT-Four room flat up- sold In Paducah. I have a few left
friends.
Miss Frances Clark, 814 South
Weirs 1.08 South Third street. Apply at still better bargains if they are
I
Mrs. Henry sDryfuss and
WANTED-50 boys, aged from 15
Miss
When a man is really and truly in 108 South Third.
Fourth street, will leave thlsovenlrg
taken before I lease the city in ten
is ?O. P t once. Mergenthaler-Horton
Mayme Dryfuss. 625 Kentucky aveCamille Legeay, of the love he thinks there is but one worn
nue, left today for New York to alter to visit Miss
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile days or two weeks All nice and new
Basket Co.
an
in
the
world.
,for several weeks.
-will sell on good terms. Some In
relatives, Miss Dryfuas will be gone Cairo road
and hot tamales, call at 1 111
/
4
Miss Birch Crass arrivd today
Warren's addition and some just outfor the rest of the summer.
South Third street.
Wing° to visit Mrs. N. J. Bowlside the city limits. One Inside the
Miss Sadie McGinnis, of Danville, from
WANTED-Position as
stenogNorth Thirteenth street.
with two acres of ground; a
is the guest of Miss Lucyette Soule, ing. 1222
rapher by young lady. Address "M
Wadlington arrived today
Mrs.
S.
splendid place for a teamster. See
of North Fifth street.
A.,"
care Sun.
to Canton,
me at once or call me over old phons
Mr. Muir Givens: of North Sixth from St. Louis en route
FOR SALE-Stake wagon and No. 231. J. M. Worten.
to visit Mrs. N. Wadlington.
street, was Ili of malaria yesterday.
spring wagon very cheap. Old teleMiss. Ople Parrish returned to her
phone 413.
home today In Calloway county, after
THE BIGGEST YET
visiting Mrs. I,ula Parrish, of WalWANTED-Boarding horses. Also
box stalls for rent. Bunk Etter, 215
lace park.
Mr. Emmett Morris left today for
South Third street.
Dawson Springs for a short stay..
FOR RENT---Four rooms over E
'Mr. S. A. 11111. circulation maiagei
R.. Mills' millinery store, 316 Broad
visiting
are
Hill
Mrs.
of The Sun, end
way. Phone 381.
in Pearsall, -Texas
FOR RENT-Four rooms upstairs,
Master James E. Robertson is vis301 South Third; Oleo storage room.
coungrandparents
their
at
iting his
Barksdale Bros. Co., Inc.
try home, "Ferndale," Ripley, Tenn.
FOR durability and style in harMrs. Edward L. Reno has return'To write the history of
ness, saddles and repair work, call
pleasant
after
a
most
Ill.,
Cairo,
ed to
Shoes, would be to write the
at the Paducah Harness and Saddle
visit to her brother. Mr. Byers Robhistory of civilization.''
Co., 204 Kentucky avenue,
ertson.
FOR SALE--A very desirable resiR. Thompson, 415 South
Mrs.
dence, 1237 Trimble street.' Reason CONFESS THEFTS OF 11200.000.
Ninth street, returned today from
for sale owner going to leave town.
Irvington, Mo.. and St. Louis, after
Members of Gang of Bane:0W Robbers
Phone 605.
a visit to her parents and other relaAre Sentenced.
tives.
WAN-TED-A middle-aged woman
Rehmond Va., July 17.-- Harts
I,a
of
Farmer.
P.
T.
Mrs.
to keep house for small family. Good Allen and
Mr. and
Good musk is now possible in
Rogers, charged
Louis
'wages
References with the theft of
renter. are in the city shopping toto right person.
l
the hUriableat home, for we have
$200.000 worth of
W.,
'required.
Address
care
The
Sun.
day.
an Imported phonograph for
baggage from the various railway
Mr. and Mrs. It. N. Irvine, of DresCLOTHES cleaned and
'Pis
pressed. lines of the country and who figured
$3 75 which we guarantee to give
home
their
to
returned
den, Tenn.,
All work guaranteed, Solomon, The in the sensational attempt to escape
satisfaction. The tone Is loud
today after stopping here to visit
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone from the city jail two weeks ago, apand clear and as sweet as the
Dr. and Mrs. Winston and Miss Clare
peared In court this nee-fling and, afhuman voice. The instrument
Winston, 1122 Jefferson street, while
eight- ter pleading guilty, were sentenced
FOR RIEN"r
is well made and has no delicate
Springs.
Dawson
en route from
room house, all modern conveniences, to five years in the penitentiary. Alparts to break or get out of order.
Miss Malone Martin, 11.09 Monroe
on
Third between Clark and Adams. len and Rogers are members of a
Conte in and hear it and see if
Dawson
for
street, left today
gang of baggage thieves who have
Mrs, Emma Niehaus.
who
parent*
the music is not as good as you
her
with
Sprkngs to be
been operating for the last five years
furnished
nice
runt.
room
for
have ever heard from a phonowent there last week,
all over the United States, Edith AlAll modern conveniences, gentlemen
graph coating ten times the
Messrs. Louis and Calhoun Rieke
len, arrested with thent, Is a forme,
'
preferrld. Inquire 713 Kentucky
York
New
price. It plays any standard
returned today from
actretui, hut it is believed be confesAvenue.
business
a
on
been
Edison or Columbia record, and
'where they bre
sion was caused by a desire to have
LOST-Gold band bracelet July 4 her go free.
trip.
we blare over two hundred of the
$111Srave
Wt1444-cit
Robert UAW&
latest band piers& and Moog hits
e1 urn to gun °like
Ulna
ham,' Ala., is -vititing her
.1g100,000,000 Theater.
of the day.
Broad
and receive reward.
Mre.' .1. NV. Scott. of 1020
Pittsburg. Pas July 17.---Refore
FOR SA
LE--A boarding house, leaving for the east Mr Erlanger, of
at rest.
Commerce.
with fifteen room& water, bath and Klaw
Mrs T. () Habbard, of
Erlanger. confirmed the r"
gas: honaehold goods, bedding and ports that a $100.00n.00e them( r
Mo., is visiting Mrs A. C. Cowell, of
Mr. Fresh: "Beg pardon, but isn't your last name Weed•f"
everything complete. Good location. syndicate is being formed. Erlanger
2415 Broadway
Mrs. WO•011: "That is my latest Mims, but I sincerely hop* it--r--is not
Fifteen boarders to start with. Ad said Levy Mayer, general counael
Mr, George H Oo eitnan. secretary
last."
to be my
dress F. M., 2227 Division street, Ev- had sailed for lihirope today th con
Of the Matinee club and of the Horse
ansville, Ind.
She* association, will leave Saturday
nection with the matter.
A

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

d Co.

Kool Goods
4
HOT DAYS

White Ifinen Jkirts
$1.00

At Hart's

Ice Cream Freezers
Water Coolers
Refrigerators
Lawn Swings
Hammocks
Porch Swings
Gasoline Stoves
Blue Flame Coal Oil Stoves
Washing Machines
Sprinkling Hose
Lawn Sprinklers
Croquet Sets. Vine Trellis

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

SP4P.4•4•4•4•4•4P4..SPAPJP1

'WANT ADS.

a

city

NOT

WITHOUT HOPE.

!MPORTED PHONOGRAPH

$3.75

Clear and Sweet as the
Human Voice

4•

41

NOA II'S ARK
VARIETY STORE
319 Broadway.

A shoe shows a
man's standing more
than any other item of
dress.
If your hat is shabby
you can remove itpart'of the time at
least-but your shoes
are in evidence every
every moment of the
day.
Here are shoes that
will be a credit to
your appearance,
Selling agents for
-Nettletcin And Stacy
Adamt.

I

I

--Two-story.

ONE

_
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'

BOARD NOT 130111D
BY ANY CONTRACT '

WEDS '
,MAT. JULY IT.

the board is ready for him
to come eat (?) Dean)
apparently took the
to the city and take charge
of the hint. One of
his pupils was absent
schools, His contract
will
begin from school two
weeks, necessarily
August 1.
/so, yet had done some
A vacation among the Rockies
home study
the Sun was the only Padu
cah and wanted to come
I tiewsuaper
in for the final
that had a reporter in the testa
He was- informed
iheelLug last night, sod all other
that he
re- must take private lesso
i perts -of the bueineas trane
ns before beacted were lug eligible
to a grade on his work.
I
gotten second-hand from the
,r
President JON Potter Upsets tees
s- Ot course, this state
tru,
ment was not
Trustee Beckenbach took notes
true. But the boy asked the
for one paper.
price
Some Legal Lore
and was told that ten dolla
Paducah people demand the belt and we meet the
rs would
be about right for the
Bre iv six .
Cool Sierras -inds.Scashorc
IT 18 ('OSIING
lessons. The pupil refus
demands of the best people.
ed to pay
and his father took the matte
e, te
Mated May Menthe. Any
r to the
High school principal,
•I
at Will. Regardwho -very
—0•00r
properly issued the credit
less of (batract
to the boy
for the work done in class
, which was
4 imerstissorated.)
good
, and upon
the
At the waY
examination
which was 82 per cent as
reported to
the superintendent by the
MARY QUESTION . UP
AGAIN.
principal.
Summer tourist tickets to Colorado,
Were the foregoing cases
Arizona and
the only
California. Liberal limits, diverse routes
ones
in which Insubordination
and stop-overs.
, disAsk for ••A Celorado Summer '1
haa elation*"
organization and even black
arsd A.aliforsla Summer Outin(s."
mail have
Old wounds were opened
come
as
a
in
direc
the
t result and corollary
rhe Colorado flyer and California
hoot board meeting last
Limited—Santa Fe trains
of disregard for law on
night, and
at luxury and speed -afiord a cool
the part of
om the intention of
the members of the board
some of the
trip over (hiltless tracks, protected
Geo. C. Chambers, Gen. Agt.,
of educaluste
es
us
apparent in motions made
by block signals.
tion, they surely would be
A. T. & S. F. Ry.,
sufficient,
Id sentiments expressed,
209 N. Seventh St., St. Louis,
Fred Harvey maids. too.
but they are otilY typic
if they are
al of others
'lowed to heal at all, it
too
will be only
numerous to be detailed, all bear:ter a period of bitte
ing the same fruit and all
r experiences
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
traceable
and the scars will be
to the,same source.
unsightly probably unto the second
Seco
nd—The button holes or stud holes match.
and third genStandlud of Teachers.
is ieration.
Another important fact is sugge
Thir
(Con
d—Ne
clud
stgligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
ed from First Page.)
Reversing Its former actio
ed, namely, that of lower
n, the
ing the
and without injury.
board decided to wait until
scholastic standard of requi
the regu- ma
rements
Morgan, for whom the prace
lar meeting in August to
was for teachers.
settle with
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new,
'
kept open pending the action
'Superintendent Lieb, In
and
of
the
"For the past three years the
accordance arbiuthe
"hu
polmp" so often seen is missing.
ation committee, the findi
with a motion adopted
ngs of icy has been to insist
by the board vrhieh
1nctrc
upon a s:holcommittee are a matter of rocat a previous meeting
' No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself
Retie preparation of at least
Superintend- ord in
a four
the clerk's office.
by
ent Lieb turned in his
years' High school course
reports, his
send
ing us your laundry.
for
all
The Records,
keys 'and the property of
grade teachers, and four years
.
the super"Notwithstanding the ars
' col- i
intendent's office to the board
e eon- loge work in the
.. On ditIons, the
special subject
reports of the teachers
this condition the board had
taught by each High school teach
agreed and principals to
er.
the superintendent
to pay Superintendent
It has not always been possi
Lief) his sal- *show that
House wiring, electric plants installed.
ble to
our average daily attendary until September 1, and
reach up to the ideal, but
allow him ance and
boih 1
average daily belonging
to leave immediately. Ignor
Complete machine shop.
for board and superintendent have
ing this the first ?our
strivmonths were respectiveagreement, the board took his
en
for
this
re- 1 y 20 and 42 greater
mark which has been de122.124 N.Fourth St.
than the preced-'
ports, his keys, and the super
Phoneme 787
Both Phones 200.
cidedly lowereed since last January,
intend- ing year for the
North Fourth St.
same time.
ent's office and will settle
{when an additional teacher was
01 salary
"A g:ance at the table
electwill show,
controversy at their pleasure
ed for the High school. Since then
that while In 1905-6,
the last five
If the board had followed
-1.
the. retrogression has continued.
Presi- months of school had an
Admiral—"And what made
aver
age dal
dent Potter's motion, Superint
you Duette sisters sing in conc
Why was this done? Whoever .....
endent ly attendance of 68 more
ert?" Pa- Lieb
w:sh to become a sailo
pupils than
r, my boy?"'triee—"No; one
would have been dismissed from the
was responsible must have had a puralways seems to be a
first four months of the
1..
Navy Candidate (in
sae
m
perfect good" little ahead of the
the service of the schools that
pose
schoo
in
othe
mtsso
l
rs."
doing
year, in 1906-7 on the same
— Yonk. It certainly was
faith)—"Because he's got a
ment, and paid for the time
wife in era Statesman.
!not done in expectation of securing
he had item there was an average atten
every port, sir."— Punch.
dance
served. If ,the board had follo
better teachers, for teachers cannot
wed of 55 less on the last part
Patience--"Did you eveCITY
than
Trustee Kelly's motion, Superinten
hear the
Use sun want ads, for resul
have too high qualifications for the
d- She first part of the year; and
ts.
that
ent Lieb's reports would have
been while in 1906-7
their care.
the
four "(Id of the pupils In
accepted and the board woul
Now located at
d have months the i.Terage daily atten
fir
dance
stThen' if our theory is correct, that
stuck to its agreement to pay
was
20 more than for the same pe_ i the schools were created for the benhim
W. F. Paites.
his salary until September 1, as
R. Rudy,
(Dauber's
P. FILTYllar eflt of the children„ no other element
of 1905-6, for the last D
his,
President.
ehritritet- reaez. As a fact, the boar the respe
Cash1.:.
has a legitimate right to considers.
ctive years there we-re
d
Asallititta Oniskl•-•
art
10°3t
followed Trustee- Beekentiack's mo- less in daily
We are ready for all kinds ilit
attendance in 1906-7 Ron than- The *eta of the children.
tion and laid over the motions
What could there be In it but the carprev- than In 1905-6.
iously made until the August
rying out of its logical.conclusion of
meetThe Cause.
lug
the dactrine et nepotism?
"What changes, it any could
have
President Potter's Views.
Reports of Principals.
brought about a condition
Inc•roorated
in which.
President Potter read a secti
"Al of the principals' statistical
while
on of!
in the latter part of the year
the charter to the board
40000111Pr`
and epistolary -.reports are on file in
which says the city was paying for two
Capital
teachers
0• 11.••• ••••••ffr
that the board has the right
•
0100.00.
this office and I would urge, owing to
to dis-ladditional, the number of pupil
,
Surplus
I
s in
miss eny of its employes
Thrt Dein. IllesrAftrm I
0
some newspaper rumor, that they be
at will. Be i attendance would warrant
%o,000
Stockholders liability
the ernsaid he did not believe any
publi
shed, as they embody what the
contract Ployment of nearly three teach
100,000
ers
the hoard makes was anyth
principals of those schools feel should
ing more l less? The teaching force
had
T.aul security to deposit
not
that,
a
forma
lity, and that, legally,'changed excep
ors
t by the addition of two be done, as well as what has been
112:54;,000
It is woohless. For that
Accounts of inillildu au s and
done during the 'past year.
reason he teachers; no change was made
firms solicited. We appreciate
You get handsome, well
in
thinks the contract with Super
fls well as large
thei "There are
intend- nature of the instruction
depo.itor• and accord to all the
appointed carriages
social institutions
given; it
wants
ent Lieb was binding o the
wartestas treatment.
which have been a great aid to the
when I serve you. We
board. wa.a not owing to contagious disea
ses,
Other trustees think it is not bindgive pronit personal at;schools and are beComing a
because we have i a
more
Cs(
ot er
lug, because, they say, he
tention at all titues.1 .
!efficient source of good as the days
will have years: and the only serious
interrupbeen paid for thirteen mont
interest Paid on Time Deposi
'go by. Among these are the various
HA
hs. The tion on this account was in
RR
Y
AN
DE
RSON, PHONE 9 1 5
the It. E.
ts
contract reads from September
ministers who have taken a personal
1, Lee school, and „in this insta
noe the
1906, to September 1, 1907.
A
interest in the schools, the several
two weeks during which the
OMEN SATURDAY NIGH
school
Trust
ee
Kelly
IS FROM
conte
wome
nded
n's clubs, and one of the city
that the was closed were left out of the
TO /4 OCLOOIL
calcontract with the superintendent,
papers. To these the public schools.
culation. The only change that
ocmust
be
paid
regardless of whether curred was a chan
Third and Broadway
ge in the personnel owe a debt of gratitude which can
was paid extra in the past. If
I be repaid by showing an apprehe and policy of the board of education, only
As paid extra it should be atten
elation In better work done and
ded and, the election to the board by
itby the board, but independently
of self, of a person whom the publi higher standards net for the future.
c
the present contract, and not try
"The Woman's club is asking for
to had repudiated because of his preyget back money paid out then,
some artistic adornments for the
front ions acts as a member of the
board
.
his salary due now, on a contract.
A series of irregularities has!buildings and grounds, in and near
Taking President Potter's stand mark
,
ed each meeting of the board wtich our pupils spend so much of
that the contract with Superintende
nt since its induction into office. • • • the formative period of their lives,
Capital
Lieb has no legal value, and that
..-..
are getting at the kernel of the
the
111230,000.00
Some Penances.
Surplus and undivided profi
...
board may engage or discharge
ts..
teaching of moral uprightness and
at
The
"lead
er"
of
the
100,
board
000.
evident00
Stockholders liability
will, the board In allowing Super
civic. rectitude. It is pretty hard for
in- ly elected as such, together with
••• Po
230,000.00
a
tendentiLieb a salary Tor last August, memb
er of the grievance committee, the teacher to explain to her little
aeted Within its authority. It paid
Total
ones that the good is always beautia nd a private citizen who after
I
0
ward
roao,non.00
him for an extra month, then the new
Total resources
became a member of the board, held f ul and that truth is never ugly in
contract began September 1, runn
$984,453.211
the midst of dingy surroundings.
ing an irregular meeting in the case of
DIRECTORS:
a
until next September 1. The extra
supposed grievance against a teacherwith bare, grimy walls and' dead .t
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw
.i
& Bradshaw, Attorneys; J.
month paid for has no connection and
A.
as a result of that meeting thesel evel monotony.. In asking for school
Batter, Wholesale Pottery; Louis
with the year's contract made with
F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros.
three men in a semi-official note gave gardens and yard decorations they
& Co.,
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Fette
the superintendent.
r. of IL A. Petter Supply
the teacher to understand that he are only seeking for an outlet for the
Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. I.'. Rieke, of C. H
Board Is Confused.
Rieke & Sons,VI'holesale Dry
child's natural acivities along proper
would better resign to "accept
Good
.;
a
illuscoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas
The truetees are crosswise on the highe
—
he ethical and aesthetic lines.
. Pad. Water Co.
r position elsewhere." This
probletn and several inconsistencies
"But the school garden should
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President.
did; his suceesor was elected.
,
...
were shown last night. President the
never crowd out the playground, for
result could easily have Agai
T. J. ATKINS, Vice Presi
been
n,
dest.
Potter, for instance, said the contract
foretold. The new man was defied,ithis would be a reversal of nature's
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
with Superintendent Lieb was worth
- even hissed by
pupils nnder his order of human development. The
less because the charter does not aucharge and dared not take such child's natural play activities precede
thorize the board to make a contract mean
s as would be needful to stop his directed work activities. (And 1
with its employes. Trustee Davis the
outrages for he knew the fate of may say, in pas-sing, that the differ
thinks the contract is illegal, because
his predeeessor. Nor was the matter ence between play and work is that
he will be paid for thirteen months
ever brought to the superintendent' one is spontaneous, with no aim ups
when his contract on4y calls .for
Attention officially, though some days permost in the mind, while the other
twelve months. Superintendent Lieb
later it was mentioned in his office is directed with a definite aim always
has never contended that he should in
an incidental way. Yet the above 'n view.)
paid thirteen months' salary on a menti
"So the school grounds must be
oned "leader" deplored to the
ear contract. He has merely consuperintendent the fat, that such large enough for both of these Reny• nded that his contract reads from
things did exist.
What else could Res, if the highest good is to he ac• Member 1 to September 1. He be
i complished. And the school gard
•
7
en
s
ptember 1, to Septermer I. Accord"The chairman of the grievance mast be under the direction and care
o to President Potter, the board himm
of
the
teaching force of the various
ittee was asked by a reputable
11 pay an employe contr
act or no citizen and patron
to investigate buildings, and not, as Intimated in
dtract. and can dismiss him at will,
of the principals' reports, given
certain alleged dificrIntinations by a one
- an independent corporation, the High
l over to the civic Improvement leagu
school teacher.
e.
Iwo1 board has the power to sue
"The leader is said to have told I "The good of school gardens flow
d be sued, to make contracts and to
the committee chairman that he had almost
I • from what the child
.rform all other duties that a cor- bette
r keep his hands off as the su- does; and helps to do, no less truly
aattion of a right
may
perform. perintendent had it In for that teach than that his advancement in
the
erne of the trustees think that the
tn. Nothing was ever done though formal subjects depends upon what
eht to dismiss an employe at will both
patron and superintendent urged he gains strength to do, rather than
doett not give, the right to abrogate
what he sees the teacher do.
the committeeman to Make a
a
any contract the board may
r-I "The various clubs will no
have Rig investlgotion. What was sesch
rethe
doubt
with him.
be
to aid
s
ile
wth
t?
n sh
and
suggest, but it is
Tth aptleatesaecdh,esromcaemtinie etsoonscth
io
o ,pupiglad
msoel
ls espec
ially
,
Superintendent Ltd, has serve
;the province of the school.
d
and of the
I notice that he will insis
t on the full many times riot, and was tardy
to work out these
payment of his salary and a legal
sugg
ellons."
often that the principal in making his
hattle may be fought over the con,
statistical report on the item of
tract. The board has accepted his
"times teachers were tardy for the YOU WILL BE GLAD TO
SEE IT
reports, and has taken charge of his
year" said "Too numerous to menoffice, President Potter having the
tion, made by, one teacher principalkeys and Trustee Beckenhaok the re•
ly." She was even tibsent without
ports. President Potter said
they making any explanation to the anDealers in New Aetna Blacksmith Coal
,
%ould turn over the office to Profes, $5 a ton,
perintendent, though expressly re... Carnogey whenever he comes, it
and Anthracite Coal, $9.50 a ton.
(piked to do so by the regulations;
came tomorrow, though none of
and finally went to the extreme of
trustees have ever assertod that
refusing to pass One.of the seniors in
Superintendent Lieb's contract
ex- her class unleawthe senior took
tut-liskere August I
/Int "The ale Teittens.'
ont
tilt:Hews have the office and they
can lesson of one hour so &Mtn was softdo with it as they will. Trustees
Da- dent to bring up all
'defieleftalea nnd
IteorporAted.
le end Beekenbach contend that
his the price paid to the teacher WRP one
contract only runs to August I
If It dollar.
Both Phones 370.
— -*
dhei read to Bleptannber I.
A Little Extra Money.
It is funny bow much more n
Trustee Beckenbach WI. Instr
man
uct"Another teacher in the
+Ugh can spare for betting
ed to notify Praelleer Catnagey that
millennia than
lichee' with g desire to turn an boil for religious work.
a
I
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A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps

_
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.

Low rates all summer

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?

SCHOOL REPORT

Forema--n Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

I

STAR LAUNDRY I
leo

TRANSFER CO

for

Stable.

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

TEILEPtIONF 499

haulthir:

Service in Paducah

some

American -German National sank

In the Good
Old

Summer Time

Render Coal
Reduced

Electricity is appreciated more than at
any other time of the
year. The home is
made cooler by

Lump Nut--

13c
- - = 12c
There is none 14rter:
orders appreciated.

CENTRAL COAL AND IRON CO.

Electric Lights, Electric

Cooking Appliances, Electric Irons and Electric Fans.

1

4)
at

0

EDN Esti,

al 1.1 17.
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EVENING SUN
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Bad Srhptoma.• o .
The woman wboams periodical heads
azties., backache, 91414 imaginary dark
vpotz or leeks floating or dancing be fere
aer e)e*, he, nesting distress or heavy
full feeling
tomacia faint spells, drag•
ging-dow
hog in lower abdominal or
pelvic r
n, easily startled or excited,
heap
or painful periods, with Of withvie ca
out
h, is, suffering from
weaku
• erangemetas thatsboukl
have e y a talon. Not all of above
sympto
a likely to be present in any
case at • • erne.
Neel 1. or badly treated and such
CaScs
n run into maladies which dema
e surgeon's knife it they do not
CElitany.
No medicine e
on
.1111IliTiTeiretiglz1=11111mawramingang,
. s as
WOWSSITTIlattall=Tea
5,
.) Ill di ii
• a str
ZS
...Li t F. enmerramariegoisrgyaiweil ..•
enirMISHWITI. aftilatt. a • r
10I7IUSIT71111111 •
vermin
T e very • 'st ngredien s
eknown a medical science for the cure of
woman's peculiar ailments enter into its
composition. No alcohol, harmful, or
habit-forming drug is to be found in the
list of its ingredients printed on each
bottle-wrapper and attested under oath.
In any condition of the female system,
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription can do
only good-never harm. Its whole effect
Is to strengthen, invigorate and regulate
the whole female system and especially
the pelvic organs. \Viten these are deranged in function or affected by disease,
the stomach and other organs of digestion
become sympathetically deranged, the
nerves are weakened, and a long list of
bad, unpleasant symptoms follow. Too
much must not be expecteil of this "Favorite Prescription." Itle I not perform
miracles; will not cure tumors-no medicine will. It win often prevent them. if
taken in time, and thus the operating
table and the surgeon's knife may be
avoided.
- Waetteresafferarg from diseases- of long
rending, are inviteda to Consult Doctor
Pierce by letter.frec. All correseendence
is held as strictly private and sacredly
confidential. Address Ds B. V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N.Y.
Dr. Pieree's Medical Adviser(1000 pages)
Is welt frce on receipt of 21 one-cent
stamps -for paper-covered, or 31 stamps
for etoth-bound copy. Address as above.
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• The KING of •
DIAMONDS.

By Louis Tracy,
•
•
so
Auditor of -Wings of the Morning," "The Pilisf of a.
•••
•••
Light,"
Etc.
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(Continued Frow Yesterday.)

CHAPTER XVIII.
AN'T I have a light?" said
Philip, with head screwed
round to ascertain if the dater were following him.
Some sense, whetter of eight or
heating he knew not, warned him of
Movement near at hand, an impalpable
effort, a physical tension as of a man
laboring under extreme but repressed
excitement.
lie paid little heed to it, All this' surroundings in this weird dwelling were
so greatly at variant* with his anticipations that be partly expected to and
further surprises.
Dr. Williams did not answer. Philip
advanced a halting foot, a hesitating
hand groping for a door.
hoitantla a stout rope MI over his
shoulders, a noose was tightly drawn,
and he was jerked violently to the
stone freer of the passage. He fell
prone op his face, hurting his nose and
mouth. The shock jarred him greatly,
but his hands, if not his arms, were
free, and, with the instinct of self preservation that replaces all other sensaNot Appreciated.
tions in moineuts of extreme peril, he
"Do you keep anything from your strove valiantly to rise.
*BO"
But he was grasped by the neck with
"Well," answered Mr. Meekton, "I brutal force and some outs knelt on
try to tell her everything. But she his back.
ands' my conversation so dull that
el`hilip Anson," hissed a man's
the generally goes to sleep before I voice, "do you remember Jocky Muam
half through."- Washington sonY'
So he had fallen into a trap, cunuitsgStar,
la Prepared by what fiendish combine
tion of fact and artifice he had yet to
wee THE WORLD
Knows that Ballard's Snow Liniment learn. Jocky Mason, the skulking
has no superior for Rheumatism, Stiff
Joints, Cuts, Sprains. Lumbago and all criminal of Johnsou's Mews. Was he
pains. Buy it, try it and you will al- In that man's power?
ways use EL Any body who has used
Under such conditions a man thinks
13allard's snow Liniment is a living
st itkly
prom! Avhsst
thIP-It. All we ask-ot y
Unit ordered thought
Is to get a trial bottle. Price z5c, 50c was one of relief, lie had fallen into
and $1.00. Sold by .1. H. Oehlschlaeger
the clutches of an English brigauti.
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.
Money would settle this difficulty if all
Mrs. Benham-"Hew
much did other means failed.
"Yes, yes," he gurgled, half stranyou pay the ministei when you were
married?" Benham-"Five dollars." gled by the tierce pressure on his
Mrs. Benham-"You mean, hateful throat.
-You hit me once trout behind. You
thing! I know you paid $10 when you
married your fleet wife."-Brooklyn can't complain if I do the same. You
sent me to a liviug hell for tea yearsLife.
uot your fault that it wasn't forever.
In the eourse of time a man finds Lie still! Not all your money can save
that he an get used to even lotion- you now. I um judge and jury and
hell itself. You are dying-dyingless in this old world.
dead!"
And with the dual words drawled
Into 'his ears with bitter hiteusity.
Philip felt a terrible blaw desteudeteu
his head. There was no palm, no fear.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
uu peignaut emotion at leaving all the
KENTUCKY.
world held so dear to him. There was
Rook Binding, Bank Week. Legal an awful shock. A thuudercioud seemed to buret iy his bruin, and he sank
and Library Work a specialty.
into the void without a groin.
Now, lu falling the hard felt hat he
wore droppeetau Trout of his face. The
first wild movement of his head tilted
it outward, but the savage jerk given
Office 204 1-2 Broadway,
by his assailant brought the rim slight-.
PADUCAH, KY.
Telephones: Office 330; residence ly over his skull again.
In the almost complete darkness of
987.
the passage Mason could uut see the
Office Hours: 8 to 9 a. m.; 2 ta
slight protection this afforded to his
p. .m; Sundays, 2 to 3 p.
victim, and the sledge hammer blow
SVANSVILLB.
PADUCAH
AND he delivered with a life preserver-that
murderous huplenteut named so utterCAIRO LINZ.
ly at variance with its purpose-did not
ivasaville glad Paducah Packets reveal the presence of an obstacle.
He struck with a force that would
(ineaaPnratad)
have stnimed an ox; it must have killed
any wan be he the hardest Metaled aborigine that ever breathed. But the
stout rim a the hut, though erushed
like an eggshell, took off some of the
leaden instrument's tremendous impact. Philip, though quite hisentatite,
was not dead. His sentient faculties
(Daley Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John it were annihilated for the time, but his
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evan* heart continued its life giving functions, and he breathed with imperceplinle and way landings at 11 a. in.
tible flutterings.
Bisects, excursion rate now In et
Mason rose, panting with excitement,
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
glutted with satisfied hate. He lifted
ratans. $4.60. Elegant muffle on the las victim's inert form with the ease
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
af his great strength.
"Come on!" he shouted and strode
toward a door, which he kicked open.
STEAMER DICE FOWLICR
A step sounded haltingly in the pasLeaves Peewee& for Ceiro and wa) sage. Grenier, the sio-disant doctor,
livid now and shaking with the ague of
landings at 8 a. in. sharpe, daily, ex
Irretrievable (Time, stumbled after his
rept Sunday. Special excursion rate more callous associate. Unconsciously
now in effect from Faducah to Cart he kicked Philip's hat to one side. He
and return, with or without meals entered the room an apartment with a
and room. Good music and table an boundless view of the seat
Here there was more light than In
illarpaseed
kitchen. The windows faced toFor further IntOrmation apply ta the
ward the northwest, and the fast radiS. A_ rimier General Peas. agent, en
ance of a setting Pun Illumined a wall*
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, to on the right.
Fowler-Crumbsu gh & 0011 OEMs
"Not there!" he Rasped. "In this
Roth plops- No. RI.
chair. His flee-I must see his face!"
Mason, still clasping his inanimate
ST. IAMBI -Alit) TENNESSEE
burden, laughed with a snarl.
"Stop that!" he roared. "Pull yourRIVER PACK WT COMPANY
self together. Get some'
,randy. I've
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
done my work. If you can't do yours;
let me finish it."
"Oh, just a moment! Give me time!
I hate tbe eight of blood. Oct a towel.
Bind it round his neck. Ills clothes!
They will be saturated. And wipe his
face. I must gee his face."
Grolier was hysterical. He had the
STEAD CLYDE
highly strung nervous system of a girl
Leaves Paducah for Ten/it-wee River where deeds of bloodshed were conFt-cry Wednesday at 4 p.
cerned. While Maxon obeyed his InA, W. AVRIGHT..........Master struetions be pressed his bands over
EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk his eyes.
This company Is not responsible
"Bring some brandy, white liver. Do
for invoice charges cairn colleced. by you want me to dq.evervthiggr
4be cieri- tit the
ire Order awoke arenier
Special excursion rates from Padu- trembilil action. Ile went to a cupcah to Waterloo. Fltre for the round board and procured a bottle. Marion;
hap $A.00
Leaves Paducah every having platted Anson in a chair and
steadied his head against the wall,
Werlrettelay at 4 n m
set:424;Na( a tientassrful of tbe neat
spirit and drank It with meta. The
You cannot Oteloy riches until your
Other, gradually recovering his self eonheppiness Is ihdependent of them.
dr•

HENRY MAIDEN, JR.

DR. 0. R. KIDD
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a

demanded, facing about so that the
other could see both Austin anti him pelf.
"First rate. It would deceive his own
mother." •
A terrific rattat sounded on the outer
door.
A direct summons to the infernal
regions could not have startled both
men more thoroughly. Greiner, with
the protecting makeup on forehead nod
cheeks, only showed his terror In his
glistening eyes and palsied frame. Mason, whom nothing could daunt, was
nevertheless spellbound with surprise.
What intruder was this n-ho knocked
$o imperatively? They were a mile
and le half from the nearest habitation,
four miles from a village. What fearful chance had brought to their door
one who thus boldly demanded admission? Had their scheme miscarried at
this vital ruometita Had Almon suspected something and arranged that he
should be followed by rescuers-aveugers?
The sheer agony of fear restored
Grenierat wits. He was not Grenler
now, but Philip Anson--a very shaky
and ttunerval Philip Anson. it was
trite, but sufficiently lifelike to choke
off doubting inquiries.
Ile clutched Mason's arm and pointed a quivering finger at Philip.
"Out with him! This Instant! The
tide is high!"
"But his face! If he is found"-Mason reached for the life preserver
with horrible purpose.
"Ng, ae- _Nw _more. 111314e
Quick,
mall! You must go to the door. Only
summon melt necessary. Oh, quickl",
He rushed to another door and opened it. Tleere was a balcony beyond. It
overhung the very lip of the rock. Far
beneath the deep blue of the sea shone
and naught else.
Mason caught up Anson's limp form
and ra'n with him to the balcony.
With a mighty swing he threw him
outward, clear of the cliff's edge. For
a few tremulous seconds they listened.
They thought they heard a splash.
Then Mason turned coolly to Grenier.
"Is there any blood an my coat?"
(Continued in Next Issue.)
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Secretary, Who Had Bond of Office
Released Before He Took It, •
Has Views.

GRAYSON SPRINGS

KY.

Most noted waters and baths in America
trol, was satisfied with a less potential
T 1-1 LI, IDEAL, FAMILY
RESORT
COAL PURCHASED FOR 'YEAR
draft.
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity COO guests.
"It will be dark soon," growled MaNo Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
son. •"We must undress him first, you
BATIIS-Sulpteur, Mud, Vapor and Massage.
said."
AMUSEMENTS-Danelng, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting,
Coal for the public schools during
"Yes, if his clothes are not blood
Fishing.
the next year, will be purchased from
stained."
INNS $7 it $1050 per seek $25 ti $31.50 per eosin
Special Rates is Frahm Parties am
the Central Coal and Iron company,
"Rot! He must go into the water
Resuceti Rosati Top Rates of 1640 over Mises Central berm!
that company having been awarded
naked in any case. The idea is your
the Contract
NIERCICE. 1-1W(38., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS. KY.
last
by
night
the
own." •
'
school board. Six bids were received,
"Ah, I forgot. It will soon be all
from the Central Coal and Iron comright. Besides, I knew I should be uppany, the Pittsburg Coal company,
set. so I have everytaing written down
the West Kentucky Coal company,
here-fill fully thought out. There can
STEALsSTakrAMiiff
Brown & Joynes, F. N. Gardner combe no mistake made then."
on the
pany, and the Belle-Union Coal coinHe produced a little notebook and
pnay. The bed of the Central Coal
First-Class Only-Passenger Service Exetes,vety
opened it with uncertain fingers. He
•
Throw mailing. weekly between Chimer, Cherie, '1. Wirt. . •
and iron company was, lump, 10 i
?Curti our Island. ettnnecting for betrou.
glanced at a eleeely wtitten page. The
Pointe.
Canadian
see
cents a bushel; nut, 9 cents; mine ,
a
words danced before his vision, but he
run, 7 1-2 cents a 'bushel...The coal!
a
iralla".1
'severed.
Petnekee. Chartevntr. Northport. T-rssens-ritr!tosi sit ;et- Wentz
hers Weighed on The city scalest
M.-dfonsdo I Cr Ludinotori nod Mar...tut,
vo••1,1ny
1.‘
-'es. His coat first, then his boots;
t• rule. booklets. r••••••rvat ions. etc.. toldr•-•..
and is to be paid for monthly. The
clothes or linen stained with blood to
JOS. BEROLZH EIJI. G. P. A. litanitou Steamship Co., Chicago, or
bids ran along together closely. SixIt. F. CHURCH. G. P. A. Norther Michigan Trans. Co., Chicago,
be burned, after cutting off all lea
teen carloads or more will be used
tons. Now I'm ready. I will not fuel:
by the schools.
any more."
Extended argument was indulged
His tt•mperaufent nuked the artistic
in by the trustees over the question
and criminal faculties in sinister comof weighing on
bination, and he soon recovered his
the city
scales.
"Weighing on the city scales Is all
domination In a guilty partnership. It
bosh," said Trustee Byrd, C. M.
must have been the inettuct of the
In the
pickpocket that led him to appropriate
Riker, of the West Kentucky Coal
Philip's silver watch, with its quaint
company, said that his company sells
ehoelace attnehutent, before he touchcoal toihe city, which is weighed on
Accommodations for 500 guests. Rates a7.00 per week and upwards.
ed any other article.
the city scales, and that a load will
4e-page booklet sent on receipt, of postal. Write
"Queer thine" he egalpuented . "A
run one time, 1,700 pounds too light,
rich tnan migat afford a better time
and an hour later has been known
keeper, bat there's no accounting for
to run 400 pounds the other way.
tastes."
The other coal men present testifie.d
Bon Aqua,Tcnn.
One
Mileen. satiated and stupefied, obeyardently to the inefficiency
of the
ed his instructions like a ministering
scales. Trustees Byrd, Mammen and
ghoul. They undressed Philip wholly.
Kelly voted to weigh the coal on the
and Grenier. rapidly denuding himself
company's scales. The other trustees
of his boots and outer clotheng, donned
hope the cite.scales will he 'repaired
these portions of the victim's attire.
nr replaced by the time tbe school
- Thew The paint -Whew fted-OseeotherAll the bale
eccessorlett of An actor's makeup were
were higher 'If the coal was to be
produced. Grimier. teeing a mirror
wteghed on city scales.
placed en a table Morse to Philip. beMust Retrench,
gan to lemmata his own plastic features
sounded 'a
President
Potter
In close similitude to those of the me
warning note to the trustees last
Spend your vacation on the (treat
conecions man. He was greatly asLakes and travel via the large, sure
night on the subject of flnanees. He
sisted by the fact that in general concomfortable steamers of tiaand
were
approaching the
said they
B.&C. Line. Your local ticket age!,
tour they were not strikingly different.
stil
,S1
inadelsable
you through tickets ruts
would
point, waere it
be
Philip's face wee of n line elaesIcalOne to all Great Lek,to go doper into debt. The school
eon.
mammoth new ea.,amer t...is
type. Caenfee whose mite. mouth and
Imo:.di
ing $..250,000.00 will be in .
board has two accounts in the bank,
chin were regular and pleasing, found
between
Detroit' and Clevi.e.t.el
one for the mime: fund and the other
season 190e.
the greatest difficulty In controlling the
•
for the building fund. In the first acshifty, ferretlike expression of his
0 & C TIMETABLE
count they are $5,900 ahead, that
eyes. Again. Philip had no mustache.
LA CIE ERIC 01%1111110141
MACKINAC DIVISION
Seedy Sam (threateningly)-No, mom much having been received from the
Loire Doti -t cis, y
10.3) P. M.
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The only costume he really liked to I ain't had a
bite for three days, nn'
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5 33 A. U.
•Tuescless & Thunders 4,00 P.te..
account
aecond
taxes.
city
In
the
v, ear was his yachting uniform, and won't take my
Leave Char Ited d.ity
In 15 P. M.
tr.Ost,ort Mosrisys at *Seterdan 5.00 P.M.
fbot out tillAmer Detr .4 daily
they are $1.340 in debt to the bank,
5 30A. 5A9
*Wednesdays & Friars 9.30 A. Id.
here he conformed to the standard of
Poor Tripe per week .sommevaiag Joie Mk&
- -Punch.
Try addition, the board has a note in
Trl-W•sk • Inyrlight Tripe lotereen it•trolt and el•••land
define July sea Aerie& nem Joao
the nary. The shaven lip, of course,
lOth to Ka tenth.. lioa itie C. et T. Liao
operate
dike
am..
Only between cossiossaftblailar
bank for $6,500, borrowed to run
sad
was helpful to his ihdtator. All that
Foods Eraten With the Fingere.
t
",'t
Sorra
•
stamp
fee
Illustrated
yarophl•t. Addn•ea, T.. 11 TA...MI.0.1P. IL, Osiwil. nia.
the schools in May an-.} June. To pay
was needed was an artistic eye for the
°RETRO T& CLEVELAND N AV. CO, eruipa.a.aut...., Pr.. a. A. Moats, Gen11 &v.
Never, at any time, bite off mouth- th:s off tomorrow, the $5,90() will be
chief effect, combined with n skilled
fuls
of
bread
from
a
large
piece,
nor
make
use of his materials. And herein Greused and the Odd Fellows will
cut it up; break it as needed in pieces a payment of $2,000 on the Longnier was an adept.
But the light was growing very un- the size of a mouthful, and so trans- fellow building.
Muskoka the Beautiful.
ere front chronic alcoholism. In propfer with the fingers to the mouth.
certain.
hove ' Do you know the place? If not, er- doses taken at suitable times alcoArticles of incorporation
"A lamp." he said querulously, for Crackers are eaten in the same way. been received 'by the Odd Fellows your pleasure has suffered. Take a hol can be truly described as a friend
time sped and he had mach to do- Celery, radishes, olives, salted nuts, and as soon as boas can be printed, free trip, a mental little journey to man: but In excess and especially
crystalized fruits, bonbons, all raw $15.000 will be Issued to pay off through Muskoka by asking for that when aseoeiated, as so often happens
"bring a lamp quickly!"
Matton wt.tet toward the front kitch- fruit artichokes and corn on cob are the remaining $15,000 owed to the hanasomeeltinskoka Folder issued by among the poorer classes,
With inen. Grenier did not care about be- finger foods, so to speak. Cake is school board. It seems unlikely that the Grand Trunk Railway System- sufficient. diet, it
can be easily coning left alone face to face,with the eaten after the manner in which any part of the Fifth
street and it contains a large mhp, lots of views, verted Into Ns bitterest enemy.
pallid and naked form in the chair, but bread is disposed of, or with a fork.
Kentucky avenue property will be and a fund of facts. Take the journey London Holpital.
he set hi a teeth and repressed the tendsome evening after supper with your
Peaches are quartered, the quar- sold.
ency to rush after his confederate.
The committee on sanitation and wife and children. Then slam the
ters peeled, then cut in mouthfuls
The Brewing tann-151'. a week.
The latter in returning halted an Inand these bits transferred with • the buildings will get bids for the plumb- door on the doctor for 1907 by takstant.
fingers to the lips. Apples, pears and ing heating plants, and school furni- ing your family on a real journey
"Heft!" he cried. "Here's his hat."
buildings through the Muskoka district this
nectarines are similarly
treated. ture needed in the new
After placing the lamp on the table
and report to the August meeting of summer. Less than a day's journey
Plums,
grapes,
smal
etc.,
if
!enough.
besitre the mirror he went back to the
from principal American cities. The
are eaten one by one, and when the the board.
Eireseelc port, III.
passage.
Ideal Family Resort. For all particGrenier was PO btlAy with the making pits are ejected they are drOlfped
Sites SI a Olt
Everything OK
ulars and 'handsome illustrated pubvorat LivEll
up protean) that he did not notice what from the lips directly into the half lbtdouht
Mrs I. A. leetsa. Pruentrus.
beda Inhtual lication free, apply to W. Robins",
tu po t
woith
his companion was doing. His bent closed hand and so tranafeerred to the
uomforordaenrd get up
taste in your mouth. You want name- 506 Park Building, Pittsburg, Pa,
form ithrouded the light. and Mason plate.
thing to stimulate your liver. Just try
placed the hat eareleesly on a chair.
Burr artichokes are broken apart Herbine, the liver regulator. A postAlcohol as a Cantle of Crime.
cure for Constipation. Dyspepsia
Ile -chaneed to hold It by an uninjured leaf by leaf the tipa dipped In sauce
.D"PP14
F-.. .
an,arliverc
p:lnts
No one can refuse to admit that
part ef the rim and never thought of and lifted to the mouth. The heart I Worth, Texas. Writes: "Hark used
Herbine in my family for years. Words chronic intMnperalioe is the most acexamining it.
is cut and eaten with a fork.
METROPOLIS. 1114,
can't express what I think about it. tive caw* of crime and disease at
At last Grenier declared himself satCheese is cut in bits, placed on Everybody in my household are happy
A. Bailey, Prop.
D.
i
ente
thantSaer. in32,3
an
isfied.
and well. and vre owe It o Herbine. present
morsels of bread or biscuit, and lift- 'Sold
by J. it. orhlschlaeger, Lang Bros. lion of-ho fewer
"What do you think of the fesultr be
eea-weet
and
best hotel in the (Mi.
ed in the fingers to the lips.
and C. 0 Ripley.
PT's. found 41.7 per cent to be suffer-; taws geetio.
Two large. sample
Oranges, like green corn on the cob
towns. Bath rooms, Electric Lights.
Great City's Boitee Burden.
are hardly susceptible of graceful
houisans do not bare the largfloe only centrally located Hotel la
treatment. Au orange may be cut e
Por the
burden in the world. Popollee
st
ik
inte four Week; the skin then easily
lice cost England and Wales $20,he
city,
ooM‘tERCIAL
PATRON,IGIC SO.
drawn off, the seeds pressed out, and
i976,000. There are in London 1006
each quarter severed twice, forms at
1,101Ta...13.
policemen of all ranks, and as the
suitable mouthful.
Deliberately to no..nistion is only
26.923, every 27
peel and- devour an orange slice by e .v
inhabitants can claim to have a Conslice is an ungraceful performance.
stable to themselves. The calculaChicken, games ann chops should tlon is, of course, somewhat 1lusory.
The following reduced rates
never under any circumstances, be for the census Is taken at ni ht, ane
are announced:
taken up In the angers. Whosoever Ivihen Suburbia pours It
Ousands
Hound trip excursion rated,
We take pleasure in announoIS so unskillful as to fall to cut the into the city streets in
LonisvEle,
Ky., Round
the early
ing that we now have Denatured
from Paducah to Cincinnati,
i
trip $2.50.
larger part of the meat from chop working hours of the m
Special train
lag the
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
St. Louis and Memphis, which
leaves Paducah 4:30 p. _m.,
and fowl bones must suffer from their police are quickly lost in the throng.
be used for burning purposes
are PA follows:
inadeptnesS and forego the enjoy- The same destructive teeter doe* not
Saturday, July 20; returning
only, as nearly every one now
leaves Louisville 4 p. m., Monment of the tempting morsels.
!apply to a similar calculation In rePaducah to Cincinnati and
knows, but for use in the arts
day, July 22. Tlekets good onAsparagus Is not taken up in the gard to other areas, and' according to
return
$11.00
ly on special trains In both
and mechanics it is the most
All that is edible of the a blue book issued recently, from
fingers.
dtrections.
No
extension
will
economical and satisfactory fue
stalk may be cut from it with a fork, I which these figures artmtaken. there
Rt. I Aai
. 7.50
be granted; no sbaggage will
known.
and the sight of lengths of this vege- wan a Constable for eveay 470 people
be checked.
Memphis
table, dripping with sauce and hoisted residing in the metropolitan district.
7,51)
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
Nashville, Tenn. Round trip
to drop Into the open mouth, is not and one for every 942 psrsona on
also burns without any of its
$2. Special train leaves PaIn keeping with decent behavior at'the average of the rest of England
offensive odor, Next time try
ducah 9:25 a. m., Sunday,
and Wales. .
the modern dining table.
it in your chafing dish or alcoJuly 14; returning leaves
Office Richmond House./
hol heater; it will be a revelaNashville, 8 p. nil., Monday,
CIIRICS C1111.1. AND FEVER
THIC ?MILE
Telephone 86-R,
0. W. Wirt. Nacogdoches, Texas, stays That won't Como off appears on baby's
tion to you. Be sure to phone
July 16. No extension will be
"Ilia datighter had gkElls and fryer for face after one bottle of White's rream
granted;
no
baggage
he
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
will
three years: he route net find anything Vermlfuge, the great worm medicine.
-ereesseesemegimmemensimml
on special trains going *nil
that would help her till he used Her- Why not keep that smile on haby's
Paducah d mein handles it.
bine. gm wife will not keep house !nee? If you keep this medicine on
else
anything
cannot
pay
and
too mach hand, you will never see
without it,
Both Phones 7.
56,
Blackfor IL" 50e. Sold by J. H. Ochlschlae- hut smiles on his face. Mrs,
Jamestown, Va. - Exposiwell, Okla., writes: "My baby was
ger, Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.
ibc 3 pt. and bottle; tic rebate
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bottle
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I
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die,
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Rains in Germany.
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"Dead' Poor fellow! Joined the gr4
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"
41 Seventh and Broadway. put .of golt I. e., $119,197,1110 out Fle was a good onolfgh Asa, AS far
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,20 Per Cent_
Discount Sale
The Basis of Reduction
Deduct 20 per cent
from any price you see
on any three piecr men's
or young men's fancy,
blue or black suit, or
any child's in our stock,
as for instance :
$10 Suits

now.....$

8.00
12.00
20 Suits now .
16.00
25 Snits now_..... 20.00
30 Suits now. .... 24.00
15 Suits now

35 Snits now_ _

28.00
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i RAILROAD NOTES 1

('SE M.1ILS To DEFRAUD PUBLIC`
Is Charge Against taperers awl Members of N'inconsin C
patty.

St. Paul, July 17 - The preliminary hearing in the case of the United
States against L A Wood, ti-eolite A
Wood., Clinton D. Phelps, Martan
Choose Dallas, Texas For the Quigley Bruce Tattle
Charies Kelly
at.d Ernest P. Ernsbergtr, alleged
Sext Meeting Place
officers and members f:,f the Wiscone.0 Grain and Stock company, 1..- r
fraudulent use of the malls In earn,tdjoue nod
Ithout
Announcing Mg on an illegitimate brokerage business closed this afternoon before
\WM'SofOfficers--Seventeen
United States Court Commissioner
Hundreds Ballots Cast.
Spencer in the federal building,
Spencer denied a motion of the defendants to dismiss action of tire
:MACCABEES NAME
OFFICERS. grand jury next December. In
the
meantime bail was fixed In the following sums:
K. A. Wood and George W. Wood,
Philadelphia,
July 17.— The $3.500 each; Clinton D. Phelps, Margrand Lodge of Elks last night ad- tin Guigiey, Tuttle and
Kelly, $2.journed without having made any 0.00 each; Ernsberger, $1,000,
announcement as to the result of its
elections. It is generally conceded,
IT IS COMING
however, that John K. Tenor of Charlevoix, Pa., has been chosen grand
exalted ruler.
The only official announcements
were that Dallas, Tex., has been chosen for the next convention, and
that the following had been appn,ne
ed to constitute the grand forum:
Charles E. Pickett, of Waterloo,
Ia., for ten years; Mare Rohner, of
Detroit, for two years; William H.
Moore, of Seattle, for-three years:
Thomas J. Cogan, of Cinannati, for
four years; Robert W. Brown, of
Louisville, for five years.
Grand Secretary Robinson stated
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
after the lodge adjourned that there
Palnaer—Peter McGee,Kansas City,
were 1700 ballots to count and that
Mo.: G. M. Good, St. Louis; H. W.
there would be no official announcePavey, Indianapolis; F. M. Edwards.
inent until tomoriow. John W. WagLouisville; W. P. Ford, Rock Island.
net, of Kansas City,' was opposed for
Ill.; Lem Banks, Memphis; T. W.
grand treasurer by E. W. Leach, of
Gartwright, New York; D. J. WeisNew York. Fred C. Robinson, who
ner, Atlanta; H. Brannecher, Cincinit was expected would be unanimousnati; A. H. Egan, Louisville; T. J.
ly' re-elected grand secretary, also
Nunn, Madisonville; W. L. Beattie,
found opposition in George H. ReyChicago; J. S. Smith, New York.
nolds, of Saginaw, Mich.
Belvedere—E. R. Sims, Natchez,
Miss.; E. E. Perry, Cincinnati; G. W.
Maccabees Elect Officers.
Furgerson, Lobelville, Tenn.: J. D.
Atlantic Oity, N. J., July 17.—The Jones,
Waverly, Tenn.; W. M. SulliLadies of the
Maccabees of the van, Wickliffe; T. B. Helm,
Benton;
World today elected: Past supreme S.
Brennera New York; J. W. Adam,
commander, Mrs. Lillian Hollister,of
St. Louis.
Detroit, Mich.; record keeper, Miss
New Richmond—J. M. Hawkins,
Bina M. West, of Port Huron, Mich.;
Grand
Chain, Ill.: Norman Taylor,
mistress at arms, Miss Ella L. Marks,
Mayfield; R. Melody, New York; J.
of Council Bluffs, Iowa.
B.antfield, Mound City, Ill.; S. N.
Cresson, Benton; H. J. Rawson, ChiTHE BIGGEST YET
cage; W. E. Glasby, -Murphysboro,
III.; John Smith, Johnsonville, Tenn.;
William Brown, Athalia, O.; Tom
Haden, Dawson Springs; Dr. J. M.
Travis, Eddyville; C. D. Davis,Carrsville,
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SPECIAL OFFERINGS TOMORROW
Second floor

THURSDAY IS THE DAY OF BARCAINS ON OUR SECOND FLOOR
urzge"

are not going to make any big noise about our
WE special
offerings- You are well acquainted with
the way we do business. We have been for a long
time holding these special second „floor bargain days,
and they are growing in interest. Tomorrow we have
some of the best values we have ever offered, so avail
Emhroidered Linen Suits Greatly yourself of the opportunity and come early. Here are
Reduced.
a few of the good things:
IN OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT

IN OUR CARPET DEPARTMENT

VY rapperes

hiettt 1 ng

5 thezen Wrappers, made of good quality of lawn and dimity,

nicely trimmed, good patterns; for less than the cost

of material; Thursday, each

VVIhilte Skirto
A few of those II 25 Linene Skirts which we sold sol
many of. to close out Thursday at
$2.50 Jackets to match Thursday fin.

98c
98c
81.49

Dre.s.t4 Sk Irks; Just, received 150 more new Skirts, including another lot of
those Panama Cloth Skirts; you know this grade
well; they can't last long at
Also another lot of those Panamas in black, blues and
browns; small and 'awe plaits, trimmed or plain, with the
new style folds and plaits; they cost us more, but
we are still going to sell tnem at..
Other new skirts just received in blear. blues, browns,
greys and plaids, advancA styles,

$5.98

$7.50 to.$18

•
I lot of Fiber Matting, yard wide, pretty
carnet patterns,
reversible grade; out regular 50c quality; 1 hursday

35c

only, per yard

1 piece Fiber Matting, same as above only the 35c
grade; all
that is left of a big stock; will be sold Thursday
at
per yard
25c
5 pieces China Matting, straw warn, pretty designs—has
been a good seller—out 233ic quality, Thursdiy only
yard.
per

.

.............

.....

...

...

....._19c

Ruga
2 bales of Jute Smyrna Rugs, good large Size, a
regular
$1 25 grade; Thursday, eace

tiarnrrsockas
1 lot of Palmer Hammocks, well made, good bright
patterns; will be sold Thursday at, each.

98c

$1,75

Mr. W. E. Dossett. a popular employe
.
, of the car department of the
FHtnoigCfentral shops, is critically Ill
of typhoid-pneumonia at Symsonia,
and is not expected to live. A message received this morning stated he
was alive but low. His many friends
here will regret to learn of the seYOU WILL LIKE IT
rousness of his Illness.
Mr. Everett Fulkerson, a popu'ar
machinist at the Illinois Central
shops resigned his position today efEASY TO ROB WWIEN IN STORES
• NINE ARE DEAD.
Land Fraud Cases.
fective at _once. Mr. Fu:kerson
is
•
considering several good offers and
Cheyenne, Wyo., July 17.—
The
"Just Open Handbag and Purse In And Five
Missing as Result of Build- cases of E. M. Holbrook, E. E.
has not decided where he will go
LoYours." Roasts Female Prisoner,
Anic_coliApse-in-Ontario:
yet.
WAR IN CENTRAL AMERICA
nabaegh, and Robert IffePhilamey,
Mr. Charles Spinner, an employe
indicted en charges of censpiracy In
ROCK ISLAND RAILROAD WILL
It is -dead easy" to rob Chicago
in the car department of the Illinois Expected in Next Fifteen Days BeLondon, Ont., July 17.— Nine the aequsition of coal lands, -were
DISMISS I I'S PAID LORRY.
women
of their purses in department persons ate known
Central, is celebrating hat sixtytween Salvador and Nicaragua,
to have been called, for trial today in the United
stores, according to Bertha Aileron, killed, five are
third birthday today at his home on
missing and five are States district court.eE. T. McCarthy,
arrested for taking five purses in a seriously injured
Goeble avenue. Many of his relatives
San Salvador, July 17.—An armed
as the result of the a wealthy mine owner who was indowntown establishment on July 6. collapse of Crystal
and friends were present at a big clash, which it is believed
Hall, a theee-sto- dicted or the same charges as the
Officials
Recognize True Relations
would in' "You see, it's just this way," ry brick building pri Dundas
dinner served today. Mr. Spinner is volve all of Central America,
street, other three, has been granted a sepBetween Public and Railroads
prob TWO POPULAR
boasted Bertha yesterday. "Just slip and one of the landmarks
RAILROAD
hale and hearty and can do the work' ably will occtir within
of Loudon. arate trial and will be tried as soon
—Find Game Doesn't Pay,
the next fifteen
up to the woman in a crowd, open her The falling walls from the hall
MEN RETURN TO PADUCAH.
of many younger men.
‘ days. It is expected the first battle
fell, as the other three cases are disposed
handbag, and the purse is yours. She upon Breweter's 5 and 10 cent store, of.
Mr. Fred McGearey, a machinist will be between Salvador and
NicaraOwing to the rush of business in
doesn't know anything about it. She's eompletely burying it. The stores
in the Illinois Central shops, will go gua. General
of
Lee Christmas, the
the freight department of the Illinois
to Texas to work.
Des Moines, July 17.— President too busy looking at that lovely bar- Hamilton, Long & Co. and NV. J.
I American who was wounded in the
"I have here," said the long-haired
Central
gain
in
wash
railroad
goods
out
something
or
of
this
Two Cent Rate From Memphis.
city Con- B. L. Winch'. of the Rock Island
of Reid & Co., on the first floor of Crysrecent war between Nicaragua and
visitor, "a little poem on spring."
ductors
George Barkley and James E. toad, declared today to the members the kind."
tal Hall, were filled with wreckage.
The Memphis Commercial Appeal Honduras has been appointed
"All right," answered
general
the editor,
Detectives Nagel and Flaherty saw
says:
The dead: W. T. Hamilton, clothIn command of a Salvadorean regi- Berry came here this morning to of the Greater Des Moines committee
"leave it.
publish it: Nothing we
take runs from Paducah to Memphis that his railroad and others were Bertha "lift" the five purses, but did ing merchant; William Tamblim,
Memphians who want to save ment. General Chamerre
can do to spring will be too cruel,
is expected
on freight trains. Mr. Berry former- through wall the game of politics not succeed In learning the names of Frank Smith, manager of Brewster's
money on railroad fares while taking from Guatemala on the
after the experience we've had this
next ship.
ly had a run out of this city, but and 'w'ould do away with lobbying.
any of the women robbed, with the store; Archie McCallum, photographtheir summer vacations will travel Upon his arrival he will
year."—Chicago Record-Herald,
proclaim
three months ago was transferred to
He lade it clear that tney were exception of Mrs Max L. Eberhardt, er; Miss Clara Mullins; Edward Howest this season instead of east — himself provisional president
of Nicwife
of
the Fulton-Memphis run.
Municipal
wett
fully
Joseph
;
Judge
Long;
convinced
Eberhardt.
that is, if they are going no further aragua.
unidentified man.
that there is only
Many
WANTED-50 boys, aged from 15
trains of gravel are being taken to one proper relationship between the She, however, refuses to testify
The mewing: John Robinson, merthan to Arkansas or Missouri points.
where the contractors are finishing railroads and the public, and, that a against the prisoner.
chant; Jos. Long, merchant; Mr. to 20, at once. Mergenthaler-Horton
Effective the 15th, the Frisco system
Basket Co.
WAIT FOR IT
There is little about the purses Lane, of Hamilton, Long & Co.
the double tracking between Kenville business relationship, and he exput in a straight 2-cent passenger
that
The
would
pressed
injirred:
and
Jahn
reveal
confidence
Aoka,
identity
Loney,
the
that
in
Tenn.
the end
fracturof their
Both are 'popular
rate on its lines from Memphis to
railroad Men and their friends will the people would deal fairy and just- owners. One contains a telephone ed skulLand two men and a woman,
St. Louis or Kansas City, and to Hozbe glad to learn they will make PA- ly with every railroad that assumed slug,. another 41 cents and a recipe who are suffering from broken limbs.
le. Ark., and to all intermediate
this attitude.
for beating sunburn, and another a
ducah their home.
points in the states of Missouri and
ELFAV NEW MAYOR.
President Winchell and several of memorandum that the owner must
Arkansas. The 2 cent rate was put
—"Itargain-finders" are people who his associates high up in the Rock "see ,Miss Daggett."
lit to Kansas City in order to meet
That Is about all the officers have Republican Candidate Wins at spring
get the most service out of their dol- Is:and—H, U. Mudge, second
eempetition from other lines, while
vicelars.
president; F. 0. Melchor, general to go on. but they hope to get a comfield, Ill.
the rate in Missouri is put in force
manager, and John Sebastian, pas- plaining witness.
- tinder an agreement with officials of
senger traffic manager— were guests
Springfield, Ill., July 17.— The
that state by which all the roads opHAVE YOU SEEN IT
(If the Greater Des Moines committee
special election held today to fill the
erating in Missouri agreed to make a
Nir.hy She Cried.
vacancy caused by the death of Mayat luncheon today, and it was durtest of the 2-cent rate for ninety
ing the progress of the informal
or Griffiths, former Assistant Adjudays under the direction of the courts
tant General Roy R. Reese,'the Retalks following that the railroad presIn which a test case has been brought.
publican candidate, was elected over
ident expressed the policy of his road.
Took It Literally.
As stated, the 2-cent rate now apIt is told of the late Chauncey ShaAdraln John H. McCreery, the DemRebuke To Railway Men.
plies to the local points mentioned
ocratic candidate.
"I do not like to criticise your prefrom Memphis on the Frisco. Yester- fer, who bears the same relation to
slding officer," said
Mr. Winchell,
day morning, M order to meet the New York's "anecdotage" that Sydwhen he was introduced by ChairCedar Timber Is Scarce.
competition of the Frisco, the Illinois ney Smith does to London's, that he
man F. H. Luthe, "but I notice that
Washington, D. C., July 17.—NearCentral announced a local rate of 2 employed in his law office a stunted
in referring to distinguished railway
ly everybody carries a lead pencil,
cents a mile betweetl. Memphis and youth of very tractable temperament.
whether he can write or not. Many
officials he said, 'At the present time
says Success Magazine.
St. Louis.
railway officials belong to the class
use the pencil rudely in the mechans
One day Mr. Shafer returned from
defined as "extinguished."' If ever
lunch in a Wvely mood, and by token
teal arts or In simple arithmetic who
WANTED-50 boys, aged from 15
there has been any tendency toward
"Boo-boo! Willie's gone an' proposed can barely sign their names. It is
of
the
Mederia
he
had
consumed
to 20, at once. Mergenthaler-Horton
big headedness turiong railroad man- ter me twin sister, t'inkin' she was one of the most common articles of
summoned Billy Into his private ofBasket Co.
agers it has been checked, wlaey, no me."—Lealle's Weekly.
everyday use. Something like 31,5,rice
•
358-H
doubt, but effectively. We are DOW
ea0,04)-0 pencils are manufactured in
"And you will give us your bless-1 "Boy," he said carelessly. "go over
very modest, -bent only on establishUnited
the
Say
States
each
year,
the
and
Militia
to
Was
Necessary.
the
Special
Term
and
see
what
the
Mg" asked the eloping bride return
ing purely business relations with
Boise, Idaho, July 17.--In the last industry is steadily growing, with so
ed to the parental roof. "Freely,"i devil they're up to there."
the business community.
stages of the case against William D. great a consumption of raw material
The late Judge Brady was presidreturned the old man: "no trouble
"The railroads are done with poli- Haywood the prosecution put SiX wit- that Its supply, unless measures ere
about the blessing, but board and lag over the trial of an action involvtics. We have grown tired of efforts nesses on the stand today to rebut taken to preserve the growth of the
ing
many
interesting
questions
of
sub
lodging will be at regular rates."
to get ahead by poll-ties, and we have the evidence of the defense. Three wood used, will inevitably be exhauststantlative law. Hence the court
Philadelphia Ledger.
grown equally tired of having others testified to conditions in the Ccear d'- ed. In the manufacture of these
room was empty save for the liti(limb into office on our backs. There Alene in 1899 and three to the situ- 315;440,000 pencils, according to a
gants, their counsel and the malesWATCH FOR IT
the ation in Colorado during the Strike monograph from the forest service
between
Is only one relation
sary witnesses
Judge Brady's kindpnblit• and the railroad and that Is period of 1903 and 1904. The Impor- of
department
agricultural
the
liness toward women and children
6
We have the men who know
tant witnesses of the day were called .here are required 109,000 tons or
business relation.
was proverbial, and when Billy stood
"The Rock !giant} road is done to eorftrattict the showing made by 7.300.000 cuble,feet of wood, so that
how to do your work just as
against the raililig of the inclopure,
with polities.
We have felt before witnesses for the defense that there each day in the year 3,00 tons or 20,his face barely reachins over the
it should be done, and we
now that it was advisable to take a wag no reason for the calling of the (Xle cubic feet of wood are used for
balustrade, the judge noticed him es
make an effort all all times to
hand to oppose legislative trreasures Militia of Colorado other than a de- pencils. By far the greater part of
mediately. He interrupted the argil
thought det- sire on the part of the mine `owners
we
political
Ore
action
you just what you want.
this wood is red cedar. Its sonnet's.
and
meats of e9nnsel and turn
to Billy,
rimental to,
jiarreats."
•
4/1YtLX.44..r1)--4 the Wisteria ateelght fraha and tredona-kom_ cte, - Let us Agere.vrith yen the
t —
44WItH-rre.r
itewaid, lit •santts.,
Pederation of Miners,from the min- feels render it peculiarly adapted to
judicial accents, "what can I do for
next time you need any 'flint"An old subscriber writes us to ing district.
the' purpose, and a suitable substiyou?"
couple can live • One witness flatly contradicted. the
ing—prob
ably we can save
know
married
what
a
tute his never been found. Indeed, It
"I'm from Mr. tThafer's office,"
comfortably on:" said tbe stenogra. evidence introduced by the defense is doubtful If any other wood -using
you some money. We know
Billy replied, "and he wants to know,
she?. "Tell her a thousand a year to 'dhow that the explosion at the Vin- Industry is so dependent upon a sinwhat ,the devil you're up to . over
we can give von satisfactory
Curtain 5:30
more than they have, answered the dicator mine was due to an accident. gle ocelots as the pencil industry Is
here,"
wilt/W.—We,
work, and give it to you
editor,
correspond
enco
A good many resolutions die of
upon red cedar.
Prices 10c and 20c
-----.--Wben men say "our faults" they
promptly.
_
heart failure,
Use eau teams eds. for remelts.
remota.
usually-UMW your*. e
i Use Sun want ode. me
The evening suo-10c. a Week.

IT PAYS TO SHOP AT OGILVIE'S—YOU GET THE BEST FOR
LESS
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